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Appendix 3.1

Model Equations

Model Equation Notes
1. Model equations are in a DYNAMO format. Letters before an equation indicate the type of parameter as follows:
   - L - level
   - N - initial value of a level
   - R - rate
   - A - auxiliary
   - T - table function
   - C - constant
2. To conserve space the phase-arrayed equations have generally been left with passing arguments which represent individual phases as "Phase". Assigning a value to a parameter in this form assigns that value to the parameter for all five phases. Expanding a parameter to vary the values for different phases is done by using five copies of the assignment equation, replacing "Phase" in each with the appropriate phase number. Examples of this customization procedure are illustrated at the External and Internal Precedence Relationship parameters.
3. See Appendix 3.2 Model Parameters for the meanings of specific parameters.

* PARAMETER VALUE ASSIGNMENT EQUATIONS
*=================================================================
*          PROCESS
*=================================================================
A Release_Trigger_Sensativity(Phase)=0.6
A Release_Hold_Avg_Time(Phase)=1.06
A Complexity(Phase)=10
A Ref_Complexity(Phase)=100
A BW_Min_Task_duration(Phase)=2
A RW_Min_Task_Duration(Phase)=1
A QA_Min_Task_Duration(Phase)=1
A Coord_Min_duration(Phase)=1

* SCOPE
* ======
A Task_List(Phase)=1000

* TARGETS
* =========
* Schedule
A Deadline_Switch=1
A Initial_Proj_Deadline=125
A Time_to_Avg_Exp_Compl_Time(Phase)=1
A Resistance_to_Sched_Slip=2
A Max_DL_Change(Phase)=100
A Max_Proj_DL_Change=100

* Quality
A Quality_Goal_Adjust_Time(Phase)=12
A Initial_Quality_Goal(Phase)=0.9
A Project_Quality_Goal=0.9
A Basic_prob_flawed_Task(Phase)=0.5

* Cost
A Percent_hourly_Labor(Phase)=0.00
A Avg_Straight_Pay(Phase)=25
A Cost_Markup(Phase)=2
A Overtime_Premium(Phase)=0.50
A Proj_Budget=500000

* RESOURCES
* ===========
* Gross Labor
A Initial_Headcout(Phase)=0.50
A Headcount_Adjustment_Time(Phase)=8
A Max_Headcount(Phase)=1
A Min_Headcount(Phase)=0.001
A HdctJumpSwitch(Phase)=0 *0 = off and 1 = on
A HdctJumpStartTime(Phase)=1
A HdctJumpStopTime(Phase)=30

* Labor Allocation
A alpha(Phase)=100
A Coord_Priority(Phase)=1
A BW_Priority(Phase)=3
A RW_Priority(Phase)=1
A QA_Priority(Phase)=1
A BW_Labor_Delay(Phase)=2
A RW_Labor_Delay(Phase)=1
A QA_Labor_Delay(Phase)=8
A Coord_Labor_Delay(Phase)=4

* Workweek
A Max_Workweek(Phase)=140
A Normal_Workweek(Phase)=40
A Wrkwk_Avg_Time(Phase)=4

* Experience
A Exper_Assim_Time(Phase)=1
A Avg_New_member_Exper(Phase)=6
A Ref_Exper(Phase)=50

* Productivity
A Ref_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase)=1
A Ref_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)=2
A Ref_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)=1
A Ref_QA_Prdctvty(Phase)=1.75
A BW_Prdctvty_Avg_Time(Phase)=1
A RW_Prdctvty_Avg_Time(Phase)=1
A QA_Prdctvty_Avg_Time(Phase)=1
A Coord_Prdctvty_Avg_Time(Phase)=1
A Min_Exp_Coord_Prdy(Phase)=0.1
A Min_Exp_QA_Prdy(Phase)=0.1
A Min_Exp_BW_Prdy(Phase)=0.1
A Min_Exp_RW_Prdy(Phase)=0.1
A Adjust_Expected_BW_Prdctvty_Time(Phase)=1
A Change_Expected_QA_Prdctvty_Time(Phase)=1
A Ch.Expect_Coord_Prdctvty_time(Phase)=1
A QA_Prdctvty_Report_Time(Phase)=1
A Report_Coord_Prdctvty_time(Phase)=1
A Report_BW_Prdctvty_Time(Phase)=1
A Wt_to_Current_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)=1.00
A BW_Prdctvty_Influences_Time(Phase)=1
A Avg_Act_BW_Prdctvty_Time(Phase)=1
A Avg_Act_RW_Prdctvty_Time(Phase)=1
A Avg_Act_QA_Prdctvty_Time(Phase)=1
A Avg_Act_Coord_Prdctvty_Time(Phase)=1
A Ref_Qual_of_Practice(Phase)=5

* MODEL OPERATION
* ===============
C LastPhase=5
C PhaseNo(1)=1
C PhaseNo(2)=2
C PhaseNo(3)=3
C PhaseNo(4)=4
C PhaseNo(5)=5
A CloseEnough=0.01
A Test_Input_1(Phase)=1  * ITERATION SWITCH
A Test_Input_3(Phase)=1   * NOT USED
A Test_Input_2(Phase)=0   * RELEASE"DUMP" SWITCH
A QA_STATUS(Phase)=1     * switches off when Resources included
A COORD_STATUS_test(Phase)=0.5 * switches off when Resources included
A ResourceSwitch(Phase)=1
A Budget_Switch=1
A Quality_Goal_Switch=1

*ARRAY STRUCTURES
*===================
* USE A 2D MATRIX for each inter-phase variable
* (i.e. each inter-phase relationship)
* DIFFERENTIATE MATRIX "COLUMNS" FROM "ROWS" BY CALLING THEM
* "UP" (upstream phase) and "DOWN" (downstream phase)

* THE PROJECT NETWORK (PHASE DEPENDENCY) MATRIX
*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* value of 1 means the "down" phase depends on the "up" phase,
  i.e. Up feeds down
* value of 0 means the "down" phase does not depend on the "up" phase
* arrange network (i.e. Number the phases) so that smaller numbered
  phases feed higher numbered phases
* Delcare Dependency Matrices Variables
  A Dep(up,down)=Dependency(up,down)

* **DIAGONAL OF MATRIX = 0 TO PREVENT "DEATH GRIP" SELF-DEPENDENCIES**
  A Dependency(1,1)=0
  A Dependency(2,2)=0
  A Dependency(3,3)=0
  A Dependency(4,4)=0
  A Dependency(5,5)=0

* **UPPER RIGHT HALF OF MATRIX = 0 TO PREVENT "DEATH GRIP" INTERLOCKING**
  A Dependency(2,1)=0
  A Dependency(3,1)=0
  A Dependency(4,1)=0
  A Dependency(5,1)=0
  A Dependency(3,2)=0
  A Dependency(4,2)=0
  A Dependency(5,2)=0
  A Dependency(4,3)=0
  A Dependency(5,3)=0
  A Dependency(5,4)=0

* **LOWER LEFT HALF OF MATRIX DESCRIBES THE PROJECT'S PHASE DEPENDENCY NETWORK**
  A Dependency(1,2)=1
  A Dependency(1,3)=1
  A Dependency(1,4)=0
  A Dependency(1,5)=0
  A Dependency(2,3)=1
  A Dependency(2,4)=0
  A Dependency(2,5)=0
  A Dependency(3,4)=0
  A Dependency(3,5)=0
  A Dependency(4,5)=0
A TaskListScale(up,down)=Task_List(up)/Task_List(down)

* AVAILABLE-WORK - INTERNAL PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS
*=========================================================================
A Fraction_Avail_due_to__Int_gate(Phase)=TABHL(T5(*,Phase),Fract_Compl_and_Rel(Phase),0,1,0.10)

* INTERNAL PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS
T T5(*,1)=0.2/0.40/0.60/0.650/0.70/0.750/0.750/0.80/0.95/0.98/1.00  * hyperbolic
T T5(*,2)=0.2/0.40/0.60/0.650/0.70/0.750/0.750/0.80/0.95/0.98/1.00  * hyperbolic
T T5(*,3)=0.2/0.40/0.60/0.650/0.70/0.750/0.750/0.80/0.95/0.98/1.00  * hyperbolic
T T5(*,4)=0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0 *Closed Gate
T T5(*,5)=0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0 *Closed Gate

* LIBRARY OF INTERNAL PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIP TABLES
* CAN DELETE PHASE BY ALLOWING NO BASEWORK
* T T5(*,1)=0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0 *Closed Gate

* NO INTERNAL GATE
* T T5(*,1)=1/1/1/1/1/1/1/1/1/1/1.00 *Completely Open Gate

* LOCKSTEP INTERNAL GATE
* T T5(*,1)=0.1/0.2/0.3/0.4/0.5/0.6/0.7/0.8/0.9/1.00/1.00  * lockstep

* TIGHT LOCKSTEP
* T T5(*,1)=0.05/0.15/0.25/0.35/.45/.55/.65/.75/.85/.95/1.00  * tight lockstep

* FAST LOCKSTEP
* T T5(*,1)=0.2/0.4/0.6/0.8/1/1/1/1/1/1/1.00  * Fast lockstep

* 20%-THEN-FREE INTERNAL GATE TO RELEASE CONTROL TO LABOR SECTORS
* T T5(*,1)=0.2/0.2/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.00  * 20% then free

* 20%-THEN-FREE INTERNAL GATE TO RELEASE CONTROL TO LABOR SECTORS
* T T5=0.2/0.2/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.00

* COBRA DESIGN PHASE
* T T5(*,1)=0.2/0.40/0.60/0.650/0.70/0.750/0.750/0.80/0.95/0.98/1.00

* AVAILABLE-WORK - EXTERNAL PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS
*========================================================================
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* SET PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PHASES
* SET INSIDE AN "IF THEN" TO SET INDEPENDENT UPSTREAM
* CONCURRENCE TO 1.00 (disables independent phase precedences)

A
Concurrence(up,down)=FIFZE(1.00,TABHL(T6(*,up,down),Fraction_Released(up),0,1,0.10),Dependency
(up,down))

* THESE TABLES NOT USED, THEY FILL THE UPPER RIGHT HALF OF THE MATRIX
T T6(*,1,1)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.00
T T6(*,2,1)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.00
T T6(*,2,2)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.00
T T6(*,3,1)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.00
T T6(*,3,2)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.00
T T6(*,3,3)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.00
T T6(*,4,1)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.00
T T6(*,4,2)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.00
T T6(*,4,3)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.00
T T6(*,4,4)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.00
T T6(*,5,1)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.00
T T6(*,5,2)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.00
T T6(*,5,3)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.00
T T6(*,5,4)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.00
T T6(*,5,5)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.00

* THESE TABLES DEFINE THE EXTERNAL PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS
T T6(*,1,2)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.00 * Almost Sequential
T T6(*,1,3)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.00 * Almost Sequential
T T6(*,2,3)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.00 * Almost Sequential
T T6(*,3,4)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.00 * PPS to RefQual
T T6(*,1,4)=0.00/0.00/0.0/1/1/1/1.0/1.0/1.0 * Delay to 20, JUMP to 100
T T6(*,1,5)=0.00/0.00/0.0/1/1/1/1.0/1.0/1.0 * Delay to 20, JUMP to 100
T T6(*,2,4)=0.00/0.00/0.0/1/1/1/1.0/1.0/1.0 * Delay to 20, JUMP to 100
T T6(*,2,5)=0.00/0.00/0.0/1/1/1/1.0/1.0/1.0 * Delay to 20, JUMP to 100
T T6(*,3,5)=0.00/0.00/0.0/1/1/1/1.0/1.0/1.0 * Delay to 20, JUMP to 100
T T6(*,4,5)=0.00/0.00/0.0/1/1/1/1.0/1.0/1.0 * Delay to 20, JUMP to 100

* LIBRARY OF EXTERNAL PRECEDENCE RELATIONSHIPS
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------
* NO GATE
* T T6=1/1/1/1/1.0000000000/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0  * No Gate

* PARALLEL
* T T6=0.00/1.00/1.0/1/1/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0  * Parallel

* LOCKSTEP
* T T6=0.00/.1/.2/.3/.4/.5/.6/.7/.8/.9/1.0  * Lockstep

* DELAY TO 20% THEN OPEN TO 100% IMMEDIATELY
* T T6=0.00/0.00/0.0/1/1/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0  * Delay to 20%, JUMP to 100%

* DELAY TO 10% THEN RAMP TO 100% AT 60%
* T T6=0.00/0.00/0.2/0.4/0.6/0.8/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0  * Delay to 10, ramp to 100

* DELAY TO 60% THEN OPEN FULLY TO 100%
* T T6=0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0  * Delay to 10% then JUMP to 100%

* DELAY TO 50% THEN OPEN 20% per 10%
* T T6=0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00/1.00  * Delay to 50%, ramp

* SEQUENTIAL PHASES
* T T6=0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00  * Almost Sequential

* S-CURVE
* T T6=0.00/0.05/0.15/0.30/0.45/0.525/0.60/0.65/0.85/0.95/1.00  * S Curve

A
Fraction_Avail_due_to__Ext_gates(Phase)=MIN(FIFZE(1.00,Concurrence(1,Phase),Dependency(1,Phase)),FIFZE(1.00,Concurrence(2,Phase),Dependency(2,Phase)),FIFZE(1.00,Concurrence(3,Phase),Dependency(3,Phase)),FIFZE(1.00,Concurrence(4,Phase),Dependency(4,Phase)),FIFZE(1.00,Concurrence(5,Phase),Dependency(5,Phase)))

* CORE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
* ---------------------------------------------

L
Known_Rework(Phase)=Known_Rework(Phase)+dt*(RW_due_to_InPhase_QA(Phase)+RW_due_to_Corrected_tasks(Phase)+RW_due_to_Dwnstrm_QA(Phase)-Rework(Phase))
N Known_Rework(Phase)=0

R RW_due_to_InPhase_QA(Phase)=QA_inspection_rate(Phase)*prob_Task_Flawed_and_Found(Phase)
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\[ R \text{ RW\_due\_to\_Corrupted\_tasks(Phase)} = (\text{Net\_Corrupted\_and\_Found\_Tasks(Phase)} - \text{Net\_Corrupted\_and\_Found\_Tasks(Phase)} / (\text{QA\_inspection\_rate(Phase)} + 1e^{-9}) \times \text{prob\_Task\_Flawed\_and\_Found(Phase)})) \]

\[ L \text{ Tasks\_Completed(Phase)} = \text{Tasks\_Completed(Phase)} + \text{dt\times(Basework(Phase) + Rework(Phase) - Release\_Tasks(Phase) - RW\_due\_to\_InPhase\_QA(Phase) - RW\_due\_to\_Corrupted\_tasks(Phase) - Tasks\_to\_Release\_Hold(Phase))} \]

\[ N \text{ Tasks\_Completed(Phase)} = 0 \]

\[ R \text{ RW\_due\_to\_Dwnstrm\_QA(Phase)} = \text{Total\_Err\_disc\_by\_Dn(Phase)} \]

\[ A \text{ QA\_inspection\_rate(Phase)} = \text{MIN(QA\_Process\_Limit(Phase), QA\_Labor\_Limit(Phase))} \]

\[ R \text{ Rework(Phase)} = \text{MIN(RW\_Process\_Limit(Phase), RW\_Labor\_Limit(Phase))} \]

\[ R \text{ Basework(Phase)} = \text{MIN(BW\_Process\_Limit(Phase), BW\_Labor\_Limit(Phase))} \]

\[ A \text{ Coord\_Limit(Phase)} = \text{MIN(Coord\_Process\_Limit(Phase), Coord\_Labor\_Limit(Phase))} \]

\[ R \text{ Release\_Tasks(Phase)} = \text{FIFZE(QA\_inspection\_rate(Phase) - RW\_due\_to\_InPhase\_QA(Phase) - RW\_due\_to\_Corrupted\_tasks(Phase), 0, Test\_Input\_2(Phase))} \]

\[ L \text{ Tasks\_Released(Phase)} = \text{Tasks\_Released(Phase)} + \text{dt\times(Release\_Tasks(Phase) + Release\_Tasks\_from\_Hold(Phase) - RW\_due\_to\_Dwnstrm\_QA(Phase))} \]

\[ N \text{ Tasks\_Released(Phase)} = 0 \]

\[ A \text{ BW\_Process\_Limit(Phase)} = \text{BW\_Task\_Avail\_Gap(Phase)} / \text{BW\_Min\_Task\_duration(Phase)} \]

\[ A \text{ RW\_Process\_Limit(Phase)} = \text{Known\_Rework(Phase)} / \text{RW\_Min\_Task\_Duration(Phase)} \]

\[ A \text{ QA\_Process\_Limit(Phase)} = \text{Tasks\_Completed(Phase)} / \text{QA\_Min\_Task\_Duration(Phase)} \]

\[ A \text{ Coord\_Process\_Limit(Phase)} = \text{Coord\_Backlog(Phase)} / \text{Coord\_Min\_duration(Phase)} \]

\[ L \text{ Coord\_Backlog(Phase)} = \text{Coord\_Backlog(Phase)} + \text{dt\times(Current\_Coord\_added(Phase) - Coord\_Limit(Phase))} \]

\[ N \text{ Coord\_Backlog(Phase)} = 0 \]

\[ A \text{ BW\_Tasks\_Remaining(Phase)} = \text{Task\_List(Phase) - (Known\_Rework(Phase) + Tasks\_Completed(Phase) + Tasks\_Released(Phase) + Hold\_for\_Release(Phase))} \]

\[ A \text{ BW\_Task\_Avail\_Gap(Phase)} = \text{MAX(0, Tot\_Tasks\_Avail(Phase) - Tasks\_Compl\_and\_Rel(Phase) - Known\_Rework(Phase))} \]
A \text{Tot\_Tasks\_Avail(Phase)} = \text{Task\_List(Phase)} \times \text{MIN(Fraction\_Avail\_due\_to\_Int\_gate(Phase),Fraction\_Avail\_due\_to\_Ext\_gates(Phase))}

A \text{Fraction\_Released(Phase)} = \text{Tasks\_Released(Phase)} / \text{Task\_List(Phase)}

A \text{Tasks\_Compl\_and\_Rel(Phase)} = \text{Tasks\_Completed(Phase)} + \text{Tasks\_Released(Phase)} + \text{Hold\_for\_Release(Phase)}

A \text{Frac\_Compl\_and\_Rel(Phase)} = \text{Tasks\_Compl\_and\_Rel(Phase)} / \text{Task\_List(Phase)}

* RELEASE TASKS AS A GROUP EQUATIONS

L \text{Hold\_for\_Release(Phase)} = \text{Hold\_for\_Release(Phase)} + dt \times (\text{Tasks\_to\_Release\_Hold(Phase)} - \text{Release\_Tasks\_from\_Hold(Phase)})

N \text{Hold\_for\_Release(Phase)} = 0

R \text{Tasks\_to\_Release\_Hold(Phase)} = \text{Test\_Input\_2(Phase)} \times (\text{QA\_inspection\_rate(Phase)} - \text{RW\_due\_to\_InPhase\_QA(Phase)} - \text{RW\_due\_to\_Corrupted\_tasks(Phase)})

R \text{Release\_Tasks\_from\_Hold(Phase)} = \text{Test\_Input\_2(Phase)} \times \text{Release\_Trigger(Phase)} \times ((\text{Hold\_for\_Release(Phase)}) / dt) + \text{Tasks\_to\_Release\_Hold(Phase)}

A \text{Release\_Trigger\_Task\_Gate(Phase)} = \text{FIFGE}(1,0,\text{TIME},65)

A \text{Release\_Trigger(Phase)} = \text{FIFGE}(0,1,\text{MAX(Release\_Hold\_Avg\_Stability(Phase),(\text{-}1)\times Release\_Hold\_Avg\_Stability(Phase))},\text{Release\_Trigger\_Sensativity(Phase)}) \times \text{Release\_Trigger\_Task\_Gate(Phase)}

A \text{Release\_Hold\_Avg\_Stability(Phase)} = \text{Release\_Hold\_Avg(Phase)} - \text{Hold\_for\_Release(Phase)}

L \text{Release\_Hold\_Avg(Phase)} = \text{Release\_Hold\_Avg(Phase)} + dt \times (\text{Change\_in\_Release\_Hold\_Avg(Phase)} - \text{Empty\_Release\_Hold\_Avg(Phase)})

N \text{Release\_Hold\_Avg(Phase)} = 0

R \text{Change\_in\_Release\_Hold\_Avg(Phase)} = \text{Test\_Input\_2(Phase)} \times ((\text{Hold\_for\_Release(Phase)} + \text{Tasks\_to\_Release\_Hold(Phase)} - \text{Release\_Hold\_Avg(Phase)}) / \text{Release\_Hold\_Avg\_Time(Phase)})
R Empty_Release_Hold_Avg(Phase)=FIFZE(0,Release_Hold_Avg(Phase)/dt,Release_Trigger(Phase))

A Tasks_Compl_and_Holding(Phase)=Tasks_Completed(Phase)+Hold_for_Release(Phase)

* INTERNAL ERRORS
* ================
L Our_Discd_Errors(Phase)=Our_Discd_Errors(Phase)+dt*(Receive_Our_Errors_fr_Dn(Phase)+Disc_Our_ Errors(Phase)-Correct_Our_Errors(Phase))
N Our_Discd_Errors(Phase)=0

R Receive_Our_Errors_fr_Dn(Phase)=Total_Err_disc_by_Dn(Phase)

R Disc_Our_Errors(Phase)=RW_due_to_InPhase_QA(Phase)

R Correct_Our_Errors(Phase)=Rework(Phase)*Our_Discd_Error_density(Phase)

L Our_Errors_Released(Phase)=Our_Errors_Released(Phase)+dt*(Release_Errors(Phase)- Receive_Our_Errors_fr_Dn(Phase)+Release_Errors_from_Hold(Phase))
N Our_Errors_Released(Phase)=0

R Release_Errors(Phase)=(Release_Tasks(Phase)*Clean_Task_error_density(Phase))*(1- Test_Input_2(Phase))

L Our_Undiscd_Errors(Phase)=Our_Undiscd_Errors(Phase)+dt*(Generate_Errors(Phase)- Release_Errors(Phase)-Disc_Our_Errors(Phase)-Errors_lost_in_Corrupted_Tasks(Phase)- Errors_to_Release_Hold(Phase))
N Our_Undiscd_Errors(Phase)=0

L Hold_Errors_for_Release(Phase)=Hold_Errors_for_Release(Phase)+dt*(Errors_to_Release_Hold(Phase)- Release_Errors_from_Hold(Phase))
N Hold_Errors_for_Release(Phase)=0

R Errors_to_Release_Hold(Phase)=Test_Input_2(Phase)*Clean_Task_error_density(Phase)*Tasks_to_Releas e_Hold(Phase)

R Release_Errors_from_Hold(Phase)=Release_Trigger(Phase)*Test_Input_2(Phase)*(Hold_Errors_for_Rele ase(Phase)/dt)
R Generate_Errors(Phase)=(Basework(Phase)+Rework(Phase))\*prob_Task_flawed(Phase)

R

Errors_lost_in_Corrupted_Tasks(Phase)=Compl_Task_error_density(Phase)\*RW_due_to_Corrupted_tasks(Phase)

A Compl_Task_error_density(Phase)=Our_Undiscd_Errors(Phase)/(Tasks_Completed(Phase)+1e-9)

A Our_Discd_Error_density(Phase)=Our_Discd_Errors(Phase)/(Known_Rework(Phase)+1e-9)

A prob_Task_flawed(Phase)=1 -((1-Basic_prob_flawed_Task(Phase))*(1-prob_err_gen_fr_Task_Complexity(Phase))*(1-prob_of_err_gen_by_QofP(Phase)))

A prob_err_gen_fr_Task_Complexity(Phase)=TABHL(T8,FIFZE(0,Complexity(Phase)/Ref_Complexity(Phase),Test_Input_1(Phase)),0,2,0.20)
T T8=0.00/0.00/0.05/0.25/0.40/0.5000000000/0.57/0.69/0.78/0.85/0.90

A prob_of_err_gen_by_QofP(Phase)=TABHL(T3,FIFZE(2,Quality_of_Practice(Phase)/Ref_Qual_of_Practice(Phase),Test_Input_1(Phase)),0,1,0.10)
T T3=0.55/0.45/0.36/0.28/0.21/0.15/0.10/0.06/0.03/0.01/0.00

* FIND INTERNAL ERRORS

A Prob_finding_our_error_if_exists(Phase)=MIN(1,TABHL(T2,QA_for_Find_Error(Phase),0,5,0.50)\*Task_Complex_effect_on_Err_disc(Phase)\*QofP_Error_Disc_effect(Phase))
T T2=0.00/0.335/0.535/0.685/0.81/0.88/0.925/0.96/0.985/1.00/1.00

A Task_Complex_effect_on_Err_disc(Phase)=TABHL(T9,Complexity(Phase)/Ref_Complexity(Phase),0,2,0.20)
T T9=1.50/1.20/0.95/0.75/0.60/0.5000000000/0.45/0.35/0.25/0.20/0.20

A QofP_Error_Disc_effect(Phase)=TABHL(T4,Quality_of_Practice(Phase)/Ref_Qual_of_Practice(Phase),0,2,0.20)
T T4=0.70/0.80/0.88/0.94/0.98/1.00000000/1.3/1.45/1.52/1.55/1.57

*ERROR DENSITIES
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A Rel_Task__error_density(Phase)=Our_ErrorsReleased(Phase)/(TasksReleased(Phase)+1e-9)

A Clean_Task_error_density(Phase)=(Compl_Task_error_density(Phase)*(1-
Prob_finding_our_error_if_exists(Phase)))/((1-
Compl_Task_error_density(Phase))+(Compl_Task_error_density(Phase)*(1-
Prob_finding_our_error_if_exists(Phase)))+1e-9)

A prob_Task_flawed_and_Found(Phase)=Prob_finding_our_error_if_exists(Phase)*Compl_Task_error_density(Phase)

* INHERITED ERRORS

* ================

A prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(up,Phase)=prob_find_Up_error_if_exists(Phase)*Rel_Task__error_density(up)*Dependency(up,Phase)

A Tasks_Corrupted_and_Found(up,Phase)=QA_inspection_rate(Phase)*prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(up,Phase)

A Corrupted_task_discoveries(Phase)=Tasks_Corrupted_and_Found(1,Phase)+Tasks_Corrupted_and_Found(2,Phase)+Tasks_Corrupted_and_Found(3,Phase)+Tasks_Corrupted_and_Found(4,Phase)+Tasks_Corrupted_and_Found(5,Phase)

A percent_Multiple_Corruption_discoveries(Phase)=(prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(1,Phase)*prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(2,Phase))+(prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(1,Phase)*prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(3,Phase))+(prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(1,Phase)*prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(4,Phase))+(prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(1,Phase)*prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(5,Phase))+(prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(2,Phase)*prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(3,Phase))+(prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(2,Phase)*prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(4,Phase))+(prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(2,Phase)*prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(5,Phase))+(prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(3,Phase)*prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(4,Phase))+(prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(3,Phase)*prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(5,Phase))+(prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(4,Phase)*prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(5,Phase))+(prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(5,Phase)*prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(4,Phase))+(prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(5,Phase)*prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(3,Phase))+(prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(5,Phase)*prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(2,Phase))+(prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(5,Phase)*prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(1,Phase))
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A
Multiple_Corruption_discoveries(Phase)=QA_inspection_rate(Phase)*percent_Multiple_Corruption_discoveries(Phase)

A Net_Corrupted_and_Found_Tasks(Phase)=Corrupted_task_discoveries(Phase)-Multiple_Corruption_discoveries(Phase)

A Up_Flawed_Tasks_found(up,Phase)=Tasks_Corrupted_and_Found(up,Phase)*TaskListScale(up,Phase)

A
Total_Err_disc_by_Dn(Phase)=Up_Flawed_Tasks_found(Phase,1)+Up_Flawed_Tasks_found(Phase,2)+Up_Flawed_Tasks_found(Phase,3)+Up_Flawed_Tasks_found(Phase,4)+Up_Flawed_Tasks_found(Phase,5)

A
prob_find_Up_error__if_exists(Phase)=MIN(1,Coord_effect_on_Find_Up_Errors(Phase)*QofP_Error_Dis_c_effect(Phase))

A Coord_effect_on_Find_Up_Errors(Phase)=TABHL(T1,Coord_Status(Phase),0,1,0.10)
T T1=0.00/0.015/0.045/0.115/0.265/0.54/0.715/0.84/0.92/0.975/1.00

* PROJECT SCHEDULE
* ===============

L Project_Deadline=Project_Deadline+dt*(Proj_Sched_Slip*Deadline_Switch)
N Project_Deadline=Initial_Proj_Deadline

R Proj_Sched_Slip=FIFGE(MIN(Max_Proj_DL_Change,MAX((-1)*Max_Proj_DL_Change,Expected_Proj_Completion_Time-Project_Deadline)),0,Proj_Sched_Press,Resistance_to_Sched_Slip)

A Proj_Sched_Press=FIFGE(MAX((Exp_Compl_Time(LastPhase)-TIME)/(Project_Deadline-TIME),(Project_Deadline-TIME)/(Exp_Compl_Time(LastPhase)-TIME)),1,Project_Deadline-TIME,CloseEnough)

A Expected_Proj_Completion_Time=Exp_Compl_Time(LastPhase)

L DL(Phase)=DL(Phase)+dt*Change_DL(Phase)
N DL(Phase)=(PhaseNo(Phase)*Initial_Proj_Deadline)/LastPhase
R \text{Change}_{DL}(\text{Phase}) = \text{FIFGE(}\min(\max_{DL}\text{Change(Phase)}, \max((-1)\times \max_{DL}\text{Change(Phase)}, \exp_{Compl\_Time(Phase)} - DL(\text{Phase})), 0, \text{Sched\_Pressure(Phase)}, \text{Resistance\_to\_Sched\_Slip}))

A \max_{\text{Duration}}(5) = \text{Path5}
A \text{Path5} = 0

A \max_{\text{Duration}}(4) = \max(\text{Path4}, \text{Path45})
A \text{Path4} = 0
A \text{Path45} = \text{Dependency}(4,5) \times \text{Expected\_Duration}(5)

A \max_{\text{Duration}}(3) = \max(\text{Path3}, \text{Path34}, \text{Path35}, \text{Path345})
A \text{Path3} = 0
A \text{Path34} = \text{Dependency}(3,4) \times \text{Expected\_Duration}(4)
A \text{Path35} = \text{Dependency}(3,5) \times \text{Expected\_Duration}(5)
A \text{Path345} = (\text{Dependency}(3,4) \times \text{Dependency}(4,5)) \times (\text{Expected\_Duration}(4) + \text{Expected\_Duration}(5))

A \max_{\text{Duration}}(2) = \max(\text{Path2}, \text{Path23}, \text{Path24}, \text{Path25}, \text{Path234}, \text{Path235}, \text{Path245}, \text{Path2345})
A \text{Path2} = 0
A \text{Path23} = \text{Dependency}(2,3) \times \text{Expected\_Duration}(3)
A \text{Path24} = \text{Dependency}(2,4) \times \text{Expected\_Duration}(4)
A \text{Path25} = \text{Dependency}(2,5) \times \text{Expected\_Duration}(5)
A \text{Path234} = (\text{Dependency}(2,3) \times \text{Dependency}(3,4)) \times (\text{Expected\_Duration}(3) + \text{Expected\_Duration}(4))
A \text{Path235} = (\text{Dependency}(2,3) \times \text{Dependency}(3,5)) \times (\text{Expected\_Duration}(3) + \text{Expected\_Duration}(5))
A \text{Path245} = (\text{Dependency}(2,4) \times \text{Dependency}(4,5)) \times (\text{Expected\_Duration}(4) + \text{Expected\_Duration}(5))
A \text{Path2345} = (\text{Dependency}(2,3) \times \text{Dependency}(3,4) \times \text{Dependency}(4,5)) \times (\text{Expected\_Duration}(3) + \text{Expected\_Duration}(4) + \text{Expected\_Duration}(5))

A \max_{\text{Duration}}(1) = \max(\text{Path1}, \text{Path12}, \text{Path13}, \text{Path14}, \text{Path15}, \text{Path123}, \text{Path124}, \text{Path125}, \text{Path134}, \text{Path135}, \text{Path145}, \text{Path1234}, \text{Path1235}, \text{Path1245}, \text{Path1345}, \text{Path12345})
A \text{Path1} = 0
A \text{Path12} = \text{Dependency}(1,2) \times \text{Expected\_Duration}(2)
A \text{Path13} = \text{Dependency}(1,3) \times \text{Expected\_Duration}(3)
A \text{Path14} = \text{Dependency}(1,4) \times \text{Expected\_Duration}(4)
A \text{Path15} = \text{Dependency}(1,5) \times \text{Expected\_Duration}(5)
A \text{Path123} = (\text{Dependency}(1,2) \times \text{Dependency}(2,3)) \times (\text{Expected\_Duration}(2) + \text{Expected\_Duration}(3))
A \text{Path124} = (\text{Dependency}(1,2) \times \text{Dependency}(1,4)) \times (\text{Expected\_Duration}(2) + \text{Expected\_Duration}(4))
A \text{Path125} = (\text{Dependency}(1,2) \times \text{Dependency}(2,5)) \times (\text{Expected\_Duration}(2) + \text{Expected\_Duration}(5))
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A Path134=(Dependency(1,3)*Dependency(3,4))*(Expected_Duration(3)+Expected_Duration(4))
A Path135=(Dependency(1,3)*Dependency(3,5))*(Expected_Duration(3)+Expected_Duration(5))
A Path145=(Dependency(1,4)*Dependency(4,5))*(Expected_Duration(4)+Expected_Duration(5))
A Path1234=(Dependency(1,2)*Dependency(2,3)*Dependency(3,4))*(Expected_Duration(2)+Expected_Duration(3)+Expected_Duration(4))
A Path1235=(Dependency(1,2)*Dependency(2,3)*Dependency(3,5))*(Expected_Duration(2)+Expected_Duration(3)+Expected_Duration(5))
A Path1245=(Dependency(1,2)*Dependency(2,4)*Dependency(4,5))*(Expected_Duration(2)+Expected_Duration(4)+Expected_Duration(5))
A Path1345=(Dependency(1,3)*Dependency(3,4)*Dependency(4,5))*(Expected_Duration(3)+Expected_Duration(4)+Expected_Duration(5))
A Path12345=(Dependency(1,2)*Dependency(2,3)*Dependency(3,4)*Dependency(4,5))*(Expected_Duration(2)+Expected_Duration(3)+Expected_Duration(4)+Expected_Duration(5))

* SCHEDULE EFFECTS
* ==================
L Time_spent_to_Date(Phase)=Time_spent_to_Date(Phase)+dt*(Time__Phase_Active(Phase))
N Time_spent_to_Date(Phase)=0
R Time__Phase_Active(Phase)=FIFZE(0,1,StartFlag(Phase)*Not_Done(Phase))
A Not_Done(Phase)=FIFGE(1,0,Task_List(Phase)-Tasks_Released(Phase),0.01)
A StartFlag(Phase)=FIFGE(1,0,Task_List(Phase)-0.01,BW_Tasks_Remaining(Phase))
A Expected_Duration(Phase)=Time_spent_to_Date(Phase)+Time_Required(Phase)

*---------Expected Start Times for Phase Deadlines before Phase has started---------
L Exp_Compl_Time(Phase)=Exp_Compl_Time(Phase)+dt*Change_Exp_Compl_Time(Phase)
N Exp_Compl_Time(Phase)=Expected_Duration(Phase)+Start_Time(Phase)
R Change_Exp_Compl_Time(Phase)=FIFGE(((Expected_Duration(Phase)+Start_Time(Phase))-Exp_Compl_Time(Phase))/Time_to_Avg_Exp_Compl_Time(Phase),DL(Phase),Time_Required(Phase),1e-9)
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A Start_Time(Phase)=FIFZE(Exp_Start_Time(Phase),Start_Time1(Phase),StartFlag(Phase))

A Exp_Start_Time(1)=0
A Exp_Start_Time(2)=Dependency(1,2)*Expected_Duration(1)
A Exp_Start_Time(3)=MAX(ExpStart3,ExpStart13,ExpStart23,ExpStart123)
A ExpStart3=0
A ExpStart13=Dependency(1,3)*Expected_Duration(1)
A ExpStart23=Dependency(2,3)*Expected_Duration(2)
A ExpStart123=Dependency(1,2)*Expected_Duration(1)+Dependency(2,3)*Expected_Duration(2)
A
A ExpStart4=0
A ExpStart14=Dependency(1,4)*Expected_Duration(1)
A ExpStart24=Dependency(2,4)*Expected_Duration(2)
A ExpStart34=Dependency(3,4)*Expected_Duration(3)
A ExpStart124=Dependency(1,2)*Expected_Duration(1)+Dependency(2,4)*Expected_Duration(2)
A ExpStart134=Dependency(1,3)*Expected_Duration(3)+Dependency(3,4)*Expected_Duration(3)
A
A ExpStart1234=Dependency(1,2)*Expected_Duration(1)+Dependency(2,3)*Expected_Duration(2)+Depend ency(3,4)*Expected_Duration(3)
A
A ExpStart5=0
A ExpStart15=Dependency(1,5)*Expected_Duration(1)
A ExpStart25=Dependency(2,5)*Expected_Duration(2)
A ExpStart35=Dependency(3,5)*Expected_Duration(3)
A ExpStart45=Dependency(4,5)*Expected_Duration(4)
A ExpStart125=Dependency(1,2)*Expected_Duration(1)+Dependency(2,5)*Expected_Duration(2)
A ExpStart135=Dependency(1,3)*Expected_Duration(1)+Dependency(3,5)*Expected_Duration(3)
A ExpStart145=Dependency(1,4)*Expected_Duration(1)+Dependency(4,5)*Expected_Duration(4)
A
A ExpStart1235=Dependency(1,2)*Expected_Duration(1)+Dependency(2,3)*Expected_Duration(2)+Depend ency(3,5)*Expected_Duration(3)
Appendix 3.1

Model Equations

A
ExpStart1245=Dependency(1,2)*Expected_Duration(1)+Dependency(2,4)*Expected_Duration(2)+Dependency(4,5)*Expected_Duration(4)
A
ExpStart1345=Dependency(1,3)*Expected_Duration(1)+Dependency(3,4)*Expected_Duration(3)+Dependency(4,5)*Expected_Duration(4)
A
ExpStart12345=Dependency(1,2)*Expected_Duration(1)+Dependency(2,3)*Expected_Duration(2)+Dependency(3,4)*Expected_Duration(3)+Dependency(4,5)*Expected_Duration(4)

L Start_Time1(Phase)=Start_Time1(Phase)+dt*Wait_Time(Phase)
N Start_Time1(Phase)=0
R Wait_Time(Phase)=FIFZE(1,0,StartFlag(Phase))

* For testing: sched press is set = 1.00 for "no effect"

A
Sched_Pressure(Phase)=FIFZE(1,MIN(10,FIFGE(MAX(Time_Required(Phase)/Time_to_Deadline(Phase),Time_to_Deadline(Phase)/Time_Required(Phase)),1,Time_Required(Phase),CloseEnough)),ResourseSwitch(Phase)*Deadline_Switch)
A
Time_to_Deadline(Phase)=FIFGE(0.01,(DL(Phase)-TIME),0,(DL(Phase)-TIME))
A
Sched_Error_Disc_effect(Phase)=TABHL(T10,Sched_Pressure(Phase),0,5,0.50)
T T10=0.7/0.9/1.00/1.07/1.12/1.25/1.32/1.44/1.58/1.73
A
Sched_BW_Press_effect(Phase)=TABHL(TL7,Sched_Pressure(Phase),0,5,0.50)
T TL7=1.00/1.01/1.04/1.07/1.12/1.17/1.25/1.32/1.44/1.58/1.73
A
Sched_Workweek_effect(Phase)=TABHL(TL10,Time_Required(Phase)/Time_to_Deadline(Phase),0,5,0.50)
T TL10=0.97/0.99/1.00/1.05/1.15/1.30/1.50/1.80/2.20/2.70/3.30

* REPORTING AND TESTING EQUATIONS
Appendix 3.1  Model Equations

* -----------------------------------------------

L Cycle_Time(Phase)=Cycle_Time(Phase)+DT*(Cycle_Time_Change(Phase))
N Cycle_Time(Phase)=0

R Cycle_Time_Change(Phase)=FIFZE(0,1,(StartFlag(Phase)*NotStoppedFlag(Phase)))

A NotStoppedFlag(Phase)=FIFGE(0,1,Tasks_Released(Phase),(Task_List(Phase)-CloseEnough))

A StoppedFlag(Phase)=FIFGE(1,0,Tasks_Released(Phase),(Task_List(Phase)-CloseEnough))

A Percent_Tasks_in_Rework(Phase)=Known_Rework(Phase)/Task_List(Phase)

A Sum_of_Tasks(Phase)=Tasks_Completed(Phase)+Tasks_Released(Phase)+Known_Rework(Phase)+Hold_for_Release(Phase)

* LABOR
* =====
A Total_Hdct=SUM(Headcount)

L Headcount(Phase)=Headcount(Phase)+dt*(Change_Headcount(Phase))
N Headcount(Phase)=Inital_Headcount(Phase)

* ---------------Headcount Jump Equations---------

R Change_Headcount(Phase)=(HdctJump(Phase)+HdctJumpBack(Phase))+MIN(Max_Headcount(Phase)-Headcount(Phase),(Required_Headcount(Phase)-Headcount(Phase))/Headcount_Adjustment_Time(Phase))

A HdctJump(Phase)=HdctJumpSwitch(Phase)*FIFZE(0,(Min_Headcount(Phase)-Headcount(Phase))/dt,HdctJumpStartFlag(Phase)*HdctJumpNotStoppedFlag(Phase))

L HdctJumpStore(Phase)=HdctJumpStore(Phase)+dt*ChangeHdctJumpStore(Phase)
N HdctJumpStore(Phase)=0

A ChangeHdctJumpStore(Phase)=FIFGE(Min_Headcount(Phase)-Headcount(Phase)/dt,0,HdctJumpStartTime(Phase))

A HdctJumpStartFlag(Phase)=FIFGE(1,0,TIME,HdctJumpStartTime(Phase))
A HdctJumpNotStoppedFlag(Phase)=FIFGE(0,1,TIME,HdctJumpStopTime(Phase))

A HdctJumpBack(Phase)=HdctJumpSwitch(Phase)*FIFZE(-1*HdctJumpStore(Phase)/dt,0,HdctJumpStopTime(Phase)-TIME)

* -------------------------------------------------------------
A Gross_Labor(Phase)=Headcount(Phase)*Workweek(Phase)

A BW_Labor(Phase)=Labor_Fraction_to_BW(Phase)*Gross_Labor(Phase)
A RW_Labor(Phase)=Labor_Fraction_to_RW(Phase)*Gross_Labor(Phase)
A Coord_Labor(Phase)=Labor_Fraction_to_Coord(Phase)*Gross_Labor(Phase)
A QA_Labor(Phase)=Labor_Fraction_to_QA(Phase)*Gross_Labor(Phase)

A Required_Headcount(Phase)=FIFZE(0,(Required_Personweeks(Phase)*Budget_Rqrd_Headct_effect)/(Time_to_Deadline(Phase)+0.1),NotStoppedFlag(Phase))

A Required_Personweeks(Phase)=Total_Labor_Required(Phase)/Normal_Workweek(Phase)

A Total_Labor_Required(Phase)=QA_Labor_Required(Phase)+Coord_Labor_Required(Phase)+BW_Labor_Required(Phase)+RW_Labor_Required(Phase)

* LABOR ALLOCATION
* ================
A Coord_Labor_Required(Phase)=Coord_Process_Limit(Phase)/Expect_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase)
A BW_Labor_Required(Phase)=BW_Process_Limit(Phase)/Expect_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)
A RW_Labor_Required(Phase)=RW_Process_Limit(Phase)/Expect_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)
A QA_Labor_Required(Phase)=QA_Process_Limit(Phase)/Expected_QA_Prdctvty(Phase)
A Labor_Fraction_to_Coord(Phase)=Press_for_Coord(Phase)/Total_Pressure_for_Activites(Phase)
A Labor_Fraction_to_BW(Phase)=Press_for_BW(Phase)/Total_Pressure_for_Activites(Phase)
A Labor_Fraction_to_RW(Phase)=Press_for_RW(Phase)/Total_Pressure_for_Activites(Phase)
A Labor_Fraction_to_QA(Phase)=Press_for_QA(Phase)/Total_Pressure_for_Activites(Phase)

A Press_for_BW(Phase)=EXP(((BW_Labor_Required(Phase)*BW_Priority(Phase)*Sched_BW_Press_effect(Phase)*Cost_effect_on_BW_Import)/alpha(Phase))+0.01)
Appendix 3.1  Model Equations

A
Press_for_RW(Phase)=Quality_Goal_Switch*(EXP((RW_Labor_Required(Phase)*RW_Priority(Phase)*Qual_Gap_effect_on_QARW_priority)/alpha(Phase))+0.01)

A
Press_for_Coord(Phase)=Quality_Goal_Switch*((EXP((Coord_Labor_Required(Phase)*Coord_Priority(Phase)*Qual_Gap_effect_on_Coord_Import)/alpha(Phase)))+0.01)

A
Press_for_QA(Phase)=Quality_Goal_Switch*(EXP((QA_Labor_Required(Phase)*QA_Priority(Phase)*Qual_Gap_effect_on_QARW_priority)/alpha(Phase))+0.01)

A
Total_Pressure_for_Activities(Phase)=Press_for_QA(Phase)+Press_for_Coord(Phase)+Press_for_BW(Phase)+Press_for_RW(Phase)+1e-9

* WORKWEEK
* ============
L Avg_Wrkwk(Phase)=Avg_Wrkwk(Phase)+dt*(Avg_Wrkwk_Change(Phase))
N Avg_Wrkwk(Phase)=Normal_Workweek(Phase)
R Avg_Wrkwk_Change(Phase)=(Workweek(Phase)-Avg_Wrkwk(Phase))/Wrkwk_Avg_Time(Phase)

A
Workweek(Phase)=MIN(Normal_Workweek(Phase)*Sched_Workweek_effect(Phase),Max_Workweek(Phase))

* EXPERIENCE
* ============
L Cumm_Exper(Phase)=Cumm_Exper(Phase)+dt*(Change_Cum_Exper(Phase))
N Cumm_Exper(Phase)=Avg_New_member_Exper(Phase)*Initial_Headcount(Phase)
R
Change_Cum_Exper(Phase)=FIFGE(Net_Exper_Gain(Phase)/Exper_Assim_Time(Phase),0,Cumm_Exper(Phase),0)

A
Avg_memb_Exper(Phase)=FIFGE(Cumm_Exper(Phase)/Headcount(Phase),Cumm_Exper(Phase),Headcount(Phase),1.0)
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A Exper_Lost(Phase)=(-1)*MIN(0,Change_Headcount(Phase))*Avg_memb_Exper(Phase)

A Exper_index(Phase)=0.80**(LOGN(Cumm_Exper(Phase)/Ref_Exper(Phase))/LOGN(2))

A Net_Exper_Gain(Phase)=Basework(Phase)+New_Memb_Exper_Gain(Phase)-Exper_Lost(Phase)

A New_Memb_Exper_Gain(Phase)=Avg_New_member_Exper(Phase)*MAX(0,Change_Headcount(Phase))

A Exper_on_Prdctvty_effect(Phase)=TABHL(TL13,Exper_index(Phase),0.5,0.5)
T TL13=1.33/1.30/1.24/1.18/1.1/1.00/.9/.82/.76/.72/.70

* BASEWORK PRODUCTIVITY
* ================
L Actual_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)=Actual_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)+dt*Change_Actual_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)
N Actual_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)=Ref_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)

R Change_Actual_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)=(Current_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)/Avg_Act_BW_Prdctvty_Time(Phase)) * Exper_on_Prdctvty_effect(Phase) * Coord_effect_on_Prdy(Phase)

A BW_Labor_Limit(Phase)=(FIFZE(1e10,Actual_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)*BW_Labor(Phase),ResourceSwitch(Phase)))/BW_Labor_Delay(Phase)

L Expect_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)=Expect_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)+dt*(Change.Expect_BW_Prdctvty(Phase))
N Expect_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)=Ref_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)

R Change.Expect_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)=MAX(Change_Avg_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)+BW_Prdctvty_Influences(Phase),Min_Exp_BW_Prdy(Phase)-Expect_BW_Prdctvty(Phase))

A Change_Avg_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)=(Current_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)-Expect_BW_Prdctvty(Phase))/BW_Prdctvty_Avg_Time(Phase)

A BW_Prdctvty_Influences(Phase)=((Wt_to_Current_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)*Current_BW_Prdctvty(Phase))+(1-Wt_to_Current_BW_Prdctvty(Phase))*Historical_BW_Prdctvty_Belief(Phase))-Expect_BW_Prdctvty(Phase))/BW_Prdctvty_Influences_Time(Phase)
A Current_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)=Basework(Phase)/(BW_Labor(Phase)+1e-9)

A Historical_BW_Prdctvty_Belief(Phase)=Ref_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)

* REWORK PRODUCTIVITY
* =============
L Actual_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)=Actual_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)+dt*Change_Actual_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)
N Actual_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)=Ref_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)

R
Change_Actual_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)=(Current_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)/Avg_Act_RW_Prdctvty_Time(Phase))*Exper_on_Prdctvty_effect(Phase)*Coord_effect_on_Prdy(Phase)

A
RW_Labor_Limit(Phase)=(FIFZE(1e50,Actual_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)*RW_Labor(Phase),ResourceSwitch(Phase))/RW_Labor_Delay(Phase)

L Expect_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)=Expect_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)+dt*(Change_Expect_RW_Prdctvty(Phase))
N Expect_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)=Ref_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)

R
Change_Expect_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)=MAX(Change_Avg_RW_Prdctvty(Phase),Min_Exp_RW_Prdy(Phase)-Expect_RW_Prdctvty(Phase))

A
Change_Avg_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)=(Current_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)-Expect_RW_Prdctvty(Phase))/RW_Prdctvty_Avg_Time(Phase)

A Current_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)=Rework(Phase)/(RW_Labor(Phase)+1e-9)

* QA PRODUCTIVITY
* ============
L Actual_QA_Prdctvty(Phase)=Actual_QA_Prdctvty(Phase)+dt*Change_Actual_QA_Prdctvty(Phase)
N Actual_QA_Prdctvty(Phase)=Ref_QA_Prdctvty(Phase)

R
Change_Actual_QA_Prdctvty(Phase)=(Current_QA_Prdctvty(Phase)/Avg_Act_QA_Prdctvty_Time(Phase))*Exper_on_Prdctvty_effect(Phase)*Coord_effect_on_Prdy(Phase)
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A
QA_Labor_Limit(Phase)=(FIFZE(1e50,QA_Labor(Phase)*Actual_QA_Prdctvty(Phase),ResourceSwitch(Phase)))/QA_Labor_Delay(Phase)

L
Expected_QA_Prdctvty(Phase)=Expected_QA_Prdctvty(Phase)+dt*(Change_Expect_QA_Prdctvty(Phase))
N Expected_QA_Prdctvty(Phase)=Ref_QA_Prdctvty(Phase)

R
Change_Expect_QA_Prdctvty(Phase)=MAX(Change_Avg_QA_Prdctvty(Phase),Min_Exp_QA_Prdy(Phase)-Expected_QA_Prdctvty(Phase))
A Change_Avg_QA_Prdctvty(Phase)=(Current_QA_Prdctvty(Phase)-Expected_QA_Prdctvty(Phase))/QA_Prdctvty_Avg_Time(Phase)
A Current_QA_Prdctvty(Phase)=QA_inspection_rate(Phase)/(QA_Labor(Phase)+1e-9)

* COORDINATION PRODUCTIVITY
* =============================

L
Actual_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase)=Actual_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase)+dt*Change_Actual_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase)
N Actual_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase)=Ref_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase)

R
Change_Actual_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase)=(Current_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase)/Avg_Act_Coord_Prdctvty_Time(Phase))*Exper_on_Prdctvty_effect(Phase)
A Coord_Labor_Limit(Phase)=(Coord_Labor(Phase)*Actual_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase))/Coord_Labor_Delay(Phase)
A Coord_effect_on_Prdy(Phase)=TABHL(TL2,Coord_Status(Phase),0,1,0.10)
T TL2=0.195/0.41/0.575/0.725/0.825/0.89/0.945/0.96/0.975/0.985/1.00
A Coord_effect_on_QofP(Phase)=TABHL(TL3,Coord_Status(Phase),0,2,0.20)
T TL3=0.00/0.06/0.18/0.36/0.6/0.9/1.28/1.66/1.84/1.96/2.00
A
Coord_Status(Phase)=FIFZE(COORD_STATUS_test(Phase),Coord_Labor(Phase)/(Coord_Labor_Required(Phase)+1e-9),ResourceSwitch(Phase))

L
Expect_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase)=Expect_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase)+dt*(Change_Expect_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase))
N Expect_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase)=Ref_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase)

R
Change_Expect_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase)=MAX(Change_Avg_QA_Prdctvty(Phase),Min_Exp_Coord_Prdty(Phase)-Expect_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase))

A Change_Avg_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase)=(Current_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase)-Expect_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase))/Coord_Prdctvty_Avg_Time(Phase)

A Current_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase)=Coord_Limit(Phase)/(Coord_Labor(Phase)+1e-9)

A
Current_Coord_added(Phase)=RW_due_to_Dwnstrm_QA(Phase)+RW_due_to_Corrupted_tasks(Phase)

* COST
* ======

L Phase_Cost_to_Date(Phase)=Phase_Cost_to_Date(Phase)+dt*Cumm_Cost(Phase)
N Phase_Cost_to_Date(Phase)=0

R
OT_Cost(Phase)=(Avg_Straight_Pay(Phase)*Overtime_Premium(Phase))*Cost_Markup(Phase)*Over_Time(Phase)

R Straight_Cost(Phase)=Avg_Straight_Pay(Phase)*Straight_Time(Phase)*Cost_Markup(Phase)

A Cumm_Cost(Phase)=OT_Cost(Phase)+Straight_Cost(Phase)

A Over_Time(Phase)=(Gross_Labor(Phase)-Straight_Time(Phase))*Percent_hourly_Labor(Phase)

A Straight_Time(Phase)=Headcount(Phase)*Normal_Workweek(Phase)

* QUALITY
* ========

34
L Quality_Goal(Phase)=Quality_Goal(Phase)+dt*(Change_Quality_Goal(Phase))
N Quality_Goal(Phase)=Initial_Quality_Goal(Phase)
R Change_Quality_Goal(Phase)=(Current_Known_Quality(Phase)-
Quality_Goal(Phase))/Quality_Goal_Adjust_Time(Phase)
A Current_Known_Quality(Phase)=MAX(0,1-Our_Discd_Error_density(Phase))
A Project_Errors_Released=SUM(Our_Errors_Released)

* COST CONTROL
* ==============
A Forecasted_Costs=Avg_Cost*(MAX(Project_Deadline-TIME,0))
A Avg_Cost=Project_Cost_to_Date/(TIME+1e-9)
A Project_Cost_to_Date=SUM(Phase_Cost_to_Date)
A Tot_Exp_Costs=Forecasted_Costs+Project_Cost_to_Date
A Budget_Surplus=(Proj_Budget-Tot_Exp_Costs)*Budget_Switch
A Budget_Status=Budget_Surplus/Proj_Budget
A Budget_Rqrd_Headct_effect=TABHL(TC1,Budget_Status*Budget_Switch,-1.00,0,0.10)
T TC1=0.00/0.05/0.10/0.20/0.25/0.35/0.40/0.50/0.7/0.90/1.00
A Cost_effect_on_BW_Import=TABHL(TC2,Budget_Status*Budget_Switch,-0.0,2.0,0.20)
T TC2=1.87/1.58/1.35/1.17/1.06/1.00/0.98/0.95/0.89/0.81/0.65

* QUALITY OF PRACTICE
* ================
A QA_for_Find_Error(Phase)=FIFZE(QA_STATUS(Phase),QA_Labor(Phase)/(QA_Labor_Required(Phase)+1e-9),ResourceSwitch(Phase))
A Quality_of_Practice(Phase)=FIFZE(Ref_Qual_of_Practice(Phase),Ref_Qual_of_Practice(Phase)*Exper_ef
fect_on_QofP(Phase)*Sched_Qual_of_Prac_effect(Phase)*Fatigue_Qual_of_Prac_effect(Phase)*Coord_effect_on_QofP(Phase),ResourceSwitch(Phase))

A Exper_effect_on_QofP(Phase)=TABHL(T7,Exper_index(Phase),0,5,0.50)
T T7=2.50/2.4/2.2/1.9/1.5/1.00/.8/.6/.5/4/.35

A Sched_Qual_of_Prac_effect(Phase)=TABHL(T11,Sched_Pressure(Phase),1,10,0.90)
T T11=1/0.99/0.97/0.94/0.90/0.85/0.79/0.72/0.64/0.55/0.45

A Fatigue_Qual_of_Prac_effect(Phase)=TABHL(TL12,Avg_Wrkwk(Phase)/Normal_Workweek(Phase),0,5,0.50)
T TL12=1.05/1.05/1.0000000000/0.98/0.94/0.88/0.80/0.70/0.58/0.44/0.44

* QUALITY CONTROL
*
* ================
A Percent_RW_goal=1.00-Project_Quality_Goal

A Proj_Tasks_Compl_and_Rel=SUM(Tasks_Completed)+SUM(Tasks_Released)+SUM(Hold_for_Release)

A Current_Project_Rework_Percent=SUM(Known_Rework)/(Proj_Tasks_Compl_and_Rel+1e-9+SUM(Known_Rework))

A Proj_Quality_Gap=Percent_RW_goal-Current_Project_Rework_Percent*Quality_Goal_Switch

A Qual_Gap_effect_on_Coord_Import=TABHL(TQ1,Proj_Quality_Gap*Quality_Goal_Switch,-1.00,0.00,0.10)
T TQ1=2.10/1.90/1.72/1.56/1.42/1.30/1.20/1.12/1.06/1.02/1.00

A Qual_Gap_effect_on_QARW_priority=TABHL(TQ2,Proj_Quality_Gap*Quality_Goal_Switch,-1.00,0.00,0.10)
T TQ2=2.20/2.14/2.07/1.99/1.90/1.80/1.68/1.54/1.38/1.20/1.00
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Model Variables

Actual_BW_Prdctvty(Phase): the tasks initially completed per developer-hour. tasks per developer-hour.

Actual_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase): the tasks coordinated per developer-hour. tasks per developer-hour.

Actual_QA_Prdctvty(Phase): the tasks inspected for flaws per developer-hour. tasks per developer-hour.

Actual_RW_Prdctvty(Phase): the tasks reworked per developer-hour. tasks per developer-hour.

Adjust_Expect_BW_Prdctvty_Time(Phase): the time for team members to adjust their expected productivity to the current actual productivity of basework development activities. weeks.

alpha(Phase): a variable to keep the pressure values in the exponential functions from growing out of range. dimensionless.

Avg_Act_BW_Prdctvty_Time(Phase): time to smooth instantaneous basework productivity to prevent unrealistic high frequency fluctuations. weeks.

Avg_Act_Coord_Prdctvty_Time(Phase): time to smooth instantaneous coordination productivity to prevent unrealistic high frequency fluctuations. weeks.

Avg_Act_QA_Prdctvty_Time(Phase): time to smooth instantaneous quality assurance productivity to prevent unrealistic low frequency fluctuations. weeks.

Avg_Act_RW_Prdctvty_Time(Phase): time to smooth instantaneous rework productivity to prevent unrealistic low frequency fluctuations. weeks.

Avg_Cost: the average cost of the project to date for forecasting total project cost. dollars per week.

Avg_memb_Exper(Phase): the average experience level of team members. experience units.
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**Avg_New_member_Exper(Phase):** the amount of useful experience which each new team member brings to the Phase. Experience is measured in units similar to tasks, with the performance of each task generating one more unit of experience. experiences.

**Avg_Straight_Pay(Phase):** the average hourly cost of non-overtime work by a developer without markup for overhead costs. dollars per developer per hour.

**Avg_Wrkwk(Phase):** the average number of hours worked in a week by the team of developers. hours per week.

**Avg_Wrkwk_Change(Phase):** the change in the average workweek. hours per week.

**Basework(Phase):** the initial completion of development tasks in a phase. tasks per week.

**Basic_prob_flawed_Task(Phase):** the probability that a task will be flawed when performed due to the inherent difficulty of the task. dimensionless.

**Budget_Rqrd_Headct_effect:** the reduction in the required (target) headcount to reduce project costs in response to project budget overruns. dimensionless.

**Budget_Status:** the relationship of the project budget and the currently forecasted project costs. dimensionless.

**Budget_Surplus:** the amount which the budget exceeds or is exceeded by the current cost forecast. dollars.

**Budget_Switch:** a model control variable engaging the cost and budget feedback loops.

**BW_Labor(Phase):** the amount of labor applied to basework development activities in a focal phase. person-hours.

**BW_Labor_Delay(Phase):** the time between the need for basework labor as reflected in the pressure for development activities and when labor allocation shifts in response to that pressure. weeks.

**BW_Labor_Limit(Phase):** the maximum basework rate allowed by the availability and effectiveness of resources for basework. tasks per week.

**BW_Labor_Required(Phase):** the number of full time experienced, rested developers required to complete the currently available basework based on the perceived productivity. developers.

**BW_Min_Task_duration(Phase):** the minimum time required to complete a single task when the task is done the first time, assuming no resource or available-work constraints. weeks.

**BW_Prdctvty_Avg_Time(Phase):** the smoothing time for perceived basework productivity based on the assumption that developers average instantaneous productivity to predict labor needs. weeks.

**BW_Prdctvty_Influences(Phase):** a model control variable used to combine the effects of the historical basework productivity and the expected productivity based on recent work. dimensionless.

**BW_Prdctvty_Influences_Time(Phase):** the smoothing time for expected basework productivity for combination with the effects of historical basework productivity. weeks.
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**BW_Priority(Phase):** the importance of applying available labor to basework development activities in relation to the importance of quality assurance or coordination activities. dimensionless.

**BW_Process_Limit(Phase):** the maximum rate of completing tasks the first time they are worked on based upon the process. tasks per hour.

**BW_Tasks_Remaining(Phase):** the number of tasks which have not been worked on for the first time tasks.

**BW_Task_Avail_Gap(Phase):** the number of tasks which are available to be completed for the first time but have not been completed for the first time. tasks.

**ChangeHdctJumpStore(Phase):** the storage or dumping of the amount which the headcount changed due to an exogenous action. developers.

**Change_Actual_BW_Prdctvty(Phase):** the adjustment of the basework productivity due to the current work. tasks per hour.

**Change_Actual_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase):** the adjustment of the coordination productivity due to the current work. tasks per hour.

**Change_Actual_QA_Prdctvty(Phase):** the adjustment of the quality assurance productivity due to the current work. tasks per hour.

**Change_Actual_RW_Prdctvty(Phase):** the adjustment of the rework productivity due to the current work. tasks per hour.

**Change_Avg_BW_Prdctvty(Phase):** the adjustment of the average basework productivity due to the current actual basework productivity. tasks per hour.

**Change_Avg_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase):** the adjustment of the average coordination productivity due to the current actual coordination productivity. tasks per hour.

**Change_Avg_QA_Prdctvty(Phase):** the adjustment of the average quality control productivity due to the current actual quality control productivity. tasks per hour.

**Change_Avg_RW_Prdctvty(Phase):** the adjustment of the average rework productivity due to the current actual rework productivity. tasks per hour.

**Change_Cum_Exper(Phase):** the net increase or decrease in the total experience of the developers working on a phase of the project. experiences.

**Change_DL(Phase):** the change in the deadline of a phase. weeks.

**Change_Expected_QA_Prdctvty_Time(Phase):** the time for team members to adjust their expected productivity to the current productivity for quality assurance activities. weeks.

**Change_Expect_BW_Prdctvty(Phase):** the increase or decrease in the expected basework productivity based on the current reported basework productivity. tasks per hour per developer.

**Change_Expect_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase):** the increase or decrease in the expected coordination productivity based on the current reported coordination productivity. tasks per hour per developer.
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*Change_Expect_QA_Prdctvty(Phase)*: the increase or decrease in the expected quality assurance productivity based on the current reported quality assurance productivity.  tasks per hour per developer.

*Change_Expect_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)*: the increase or decrease in the expected rework productivity based on the current reported rework productivity.  tasks per hour per developer.

*Change_Exp_Compl_Time(Phase)*: the increase or decrease in the forecasted completion time of a phase.  weeks.

*Change_in_Headcount(Phase)*: the moving of full time, rested (no fatigue), experienced persons on or off the development team for a single Phase.  developers per week.

*Change_in_Release_Hold_Avg(Phase)*: the difference between the tasks being held for group release and the average tasks being held for group release. This variable measures the sensitivity of the release trigger.  tasks.

*Change_Quality_Goal(Phase)*: the movement of the quality goal for the project toward the actual quality experienced in the project.  percent defects.

*Ch_Expect_Coord_Prdctvty_time(Phase)*: the time for team members to adjust their expected productivity to the current productivity for coordination activities. Set at 4.  weeks.

*Clean_Task_error_density(Phase)*: the percent of tasks which have been released or are being held for release which contain errors generated by the focal development Phase.  This is the number of flawed tasks which were not found by the quality assurance process divided by the sum of those tasks and the unflawed tasks.  dimensionless.

*CloseEnough*: a model control parameter to prevent extreme and unrealistic behavior when denominators of division portions of model equations approach zero.  dimensionless.

*Complete_BW_Tasks(Phase)*: The rate at which tasks are completed the first time they are worked on (basework).  tasks per week.

*Complexity(Phase)*: the inherent difficulty of performing the tasks in the Phase when compared to other Phases.  dimensionless.

*Compl_Task_error_density(Phase)*: the percent of tasks which contain flaws and have been completed but not checked for errors.  dimensionless.

*Concurrence(up,down)*: the percent of the task list of the Phase which could be completed without resource constraints based upon the percent of the Task List which has been released by an upstream Phase (up).  dimensionless.

*Coordination_Status(Phase)*: the measure of the adequacy of coordination efforts in a Phase, defined by the ratio of the required to actual coordination labor.  dimensionless.

*Coord_effect_on_Find_Up_Errors(Phase)*: a table function which relates the effect of how well coordination needs are being met on the probability of finding errors inherited from preceding Phases.  dimensionless.

*Coord_Labor(Phase)*: the amount of labor applied coordination activities in a focal Phase.  person-hours.
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Coord_Labor_Delay(Phase): the time between the need for coordination labor as reflected in the pressure for development activities and when labor allocation shifts in response to that pressure. weeks.

Coord_Labor_Limit(Phase): the maximum coordination rate allowed by the availability and effectiveness of resources for coordination. tasks per week.

Coord_Labor_Required(Phase): the number of full time experienced, rested developers required to complete the currently available coordination based on the perceived productivity. developers.

Coord_Limit(Phase): the rate of coordination work as limited by the development process and coordination labor limits. tasks per week.

Coord_Min_duration(Phase): the minimum time required to coordinate efforts due to finding an inherited error or having a downstream Phase find a flaw inherited from the focal Phase, assuming no resource or available-work constraints. Set at 13. weeks.

Coord_Prdctvty_Avg_Time(Phase): the smoothing time for perceived coordination productivity based on the assumption that developers average instantaneous productivity to predict labor needs. weeks.

Coord_Priority(Phase): the importance of applying available labor to coordination development activities in relation to the importance of quality assurance or basework development activities. dimensionless.

Coord_Process_Limit(Phase): the maximum coordination rate allowed by the development process. tasks per week.

Coord_Status(Phase): the measure of the adequacy of coordination efforts by comparing the coordination needed and the coordination provided. dimensionless.

COORD_STATUSTest(Phase): a model control parameter which sets the measure of the adequacy of coordination efforts in a Phase. Switches off when resources are included in model. dimensionless.

Coord_effect_on_Prdy(Phase): a table function which relates the adequacy of coordination efforts to the productivity of work in the Phase. dimensionless.

Coord_effect_on_QofP(Phase): a table function which relates the adequacy of coordination efforts to the Quality of Practice. dimensionless.

Correct_Our_Errors(Phase): the rate at which errors which were generated within the focal development Phase are eliminated by reworking tasks. tasks per week.

Corrupted_task_discoveries(Phase): the number of times that a task was found to be flawed due to an inherited error. This variable includes repeated findings of the same flawed task when the flaw was induced by more than one error inherited from more than one upstream development task. tasks.

Cost_effect_on_BW_Import: a table function relating the budget status to the importance of performing basework. Basework priority increases as the budget status worsens. dimensionless.

Cost_Markup(Phase): the multiplier of direct labor costs to reflect overhead and other development costs. dimensionless.
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Cumm_Exper_index(Phase): a measure of the growth in the cumulative experience of the development team in the focal Phase, as measured by the ratio of the cumulative experience to the reference experience. This variable is used to find the improvement in productivity due to increased experience. This formulation is based upon the learning curve concept. The learning curve effect is modeled by increasing the current productivity 20% for every doubling of cumulative experience of the product development team in the focal Phase. The model takes current experience, experience lost, and experience gained as input and tracks cumulative experience over the lifetime of the simulation.

Cumm_Cost(Phase): the sum of the straight-time and over-time development costs in a phase. dollars.

Cumm_Exper(Phase): the total accumulated experience of the developers in a phase. experiences.

Current_BW_Prdctvty(Phase): the instantaneous basework productivity in a phase. tasks per week per developer.

Current_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase): the instantaneous coordination productivity in a phase. tasks per week per developer.

Coord_Backlog(Phase): the accumulated demand for coordination work. tasks.

Current_Coord_added(Phase): the current demand for coordination defined as the number of tasks found to be corrupted by inherited errors plus the number of flawed and released tasks which are returned after being discovered by downstream phases. tasks.

Current_Known_Quality(Phase): the percent of total tasks completed initially which are believed to not be flawed. percent.

Current_Project_Rework_Percent: the percent of total tasks completed initially which are known to be flawed. percent.

Current_QA_Prdctvty(Phase): the instantaneous quality assurance productivity in a phase. tasks per week per developer.

Current_RW_Prdctvty(Phase): the instantaneous rework productivity in a phase. tasks per week per developer.

Cycle_Time(Phase): the time between the start of the Phase and the completion of the Phase. weeks.

Cycle_Time_Change(Phase): the indicator that a Phase's cycle time is still accruing, i.e. that the Phase has started but has not yet been completed. weeks.

DeadlineFlag(Phase): an indicator that a the project has passed the deadline of a Phase. dimensionless.

Deadline_Switch: a model control parameter which engages the schedule feedback loops. dimensionless.

Dep(up,down): A dummy variable used to declare the variable Dependency(up,down). dimensionless.
Dependency(up,down): The level of dependency between each pair of Phases. A value of 1 means the "down" Phase depends on the "up" Phase, i.e. Up feeds down. A value of 0 means the "down" Phase does not depend on the "up" Phase. The network is arranged (i.e. numbering of the Phases) so that smaller numbered Phases feed higher numbered Phases. Therefore the diagonal of the matrix = 0 to prevent "death grip" self-dependencies, the upper right half of the matrix = 0 to prevent "death grip" interlocking, and the lower left half of matrix describes dependency network. dimensionless

Disc_Our_Errors(Phase): the rate at which quality assurance efforts find tasks with errors which were generated within the focal development Phase. tasks per week.

DL(Phase): the deadline of a phase as set by the project deadline, the critical path from the phase to the project deadline, and the duration of that critical path. weeks from start.

Empty_Release_Hold_Avg(Phase): the emptying of the averaging stock when the held tasks are released as a group. tasks per week.

Errors_lost_in_Corrupted_Tasks(Phase): the rate at which errors generated within the focal development Phase become "lost" because the task which was flawed must be reworked because of an error inherited from an upstream Phase. tasks per week.

Errors_to_Release_Hold(Phase): the flow of tasks with errors which are inspected but are being held with a collection of tasks for release as a group. tasks.

Expected_Duration(Phase): the predicted time between the start and completion of a Phase based upon the number of tasks remaining, the headcount, and the productivity. weeks.

Expected_Proj_Completion_Time: the forecasted completion time is the current time plus the longest duration estimate through all possible critical paths from active phases to the completion of the last phase. weeks from start.

Expected_QA_Prdctvty(Phase): the quality assurance productivity which developers expect to be experienced based on the reported quality assurance productivity. tasks per hour per developer.

Expect_BW_Prdctvty(Phase): the basework productivity which developers expect to be experienced based on the reported basework productivity. tasks per hour per developer.

Expect_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase): the coordination productivity which developers expect to be experienced based on the reported coordination productivity. tasks per hour per developer.

Expect_RW_Prdctvty(Phase): the rework productivity which developers expect to be experienced based on the reported rework productivity. tasks per hour per developer.

Exper_Assim_Time(Phase): the time required to assimilate experience and make it useful to improve productivity. This variable can represent the speed of disseminating new knowledge or learning within the Phase's development team. weeks.

Exper_effect_on_QofP(Phase): a table function describing the impact of the experience of the developers on the quality of their practice. dimensionless.

Exper_index(Phase): the improvement in productivity factor due to increased experience. This formulation is based upon the learning curve concept. The learning curve effect is modeled by increasing
the current productivity 20% for every doubling of cumulative experience of the product development team in the focal Phase. The model takes current experience, experience lost, and experience gained as input and tracks cumulative experience over the lifetime of the simulation.

**Exper_Lost(Phase):** the experience lost to the phase due to the departure of developers. experiences.

**Exper_on_Prdctvty_effect(Phase):** a table function describing the impact of the experience of the developers on their productivity. dimensionless.

**ExpStart123:** the expected start date of phase 1 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path. weeks.

**ExpStart1234:** the expected start date of phase 1 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path. weeks.

**ExpStart12345:** the expected start date of phase 1 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path. weeks.

**ExpStart1235:** the expected start date of phase 1 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path. weeks.

**ExpStart124:** the expected start date of phase 1 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path. weeks.

**ExpStart1245:** the expected start date of phase 1 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path. weeks.

**ExpStart13:** the expected start date of phase 1 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path. weeks.

**ExpStart134:** the expected start date of phase 1 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path. weeks.

**ExpStart1345:** the expected start date of phase 1 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path. weeks.

**ExpStart135:** the expected start date of phase 1 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path. weeks.

**ExpStart14:** the expected start date of phase 1 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path. weeks.

**ExpStart145:** the expected start date of phase 1 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path. weeks.

**ExpStart15:** the expected start date of phase 1 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path. weeks.
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**ExpStart23**: the expected start date of phase 2 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path.  weeks.

**ExpStart24**: the expected start date of phase 2 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path.  weeks.

**ExpStart25**: the expected start date of phase 2 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path.  weeks.

**ExpStart3**: the expected start date of phase 3 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path.  weeks.

**ExpStart34**: the expected start date of phase 3 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path.  weeks.

**ExpStart35**: the expected start date of phase 3 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path.  weeks.

**ExpStart4**: the expected start date of phase 4 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path.  weeks.

**ExpStart45**: the expected start date of phase 4 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path.  weeks.

**ExpStart5**: the expected start date of phase 5 based on the project deadline and the durations through a critical path.  weeks.

**Exp_Compl_Time(Phase)**: the time that a Phase is predicted to complete its work based upon the time the current time, the tasks remaining, the headcount, and productivity.  weeks from start of project.

**Exp_Start_Time(1)**: the expected start time of phase 1 based on the critical path duration and the project dependency network.  weeks.

**Exp_Start_Time(2)**: the expected start time of phase 2 based on the critical path duration and the project dependency network.  weeks.

**Exp_Start_Time(3)**: the expected start time of phase 3 based on the critical path duration and the project dependency network.  weeks.

**Exp_Start_Time(4)**: the expected start time of phase 4 based on the critical path duration and the project dependency network.  weeks.

**Exp_Start_Time(5)**: the expected start time of phase 5 based on the critical path duration and the project dependency network.  weeks.

**Fatigue_Qual_of_Prac_effect(Phase)**: a table function which relates the level of Fatigue to the Quality of Practice.  1/hours per week per person.

**Find_Any_Errors_Flag(Phase)**: an indicator if any internally generated errors were found in a Phase.  weeks that an error was found.
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Find_Any_Errors_Flow(Phase): the rate for the indicator showing if any internally generated errors were found in a Phase. dimensionless.

Flawed_and_Found_Error_density(Phase): the percent of tasks which contain flaws and have been found to contain errors. The quality assurance effort is assumed to never consider an unflawed task to be flawed. Therefore this variable is always assumed to be 1.00. dimensionless.

Forecasted_Costs: total forecasted costs of all phases. dollars.

Fraction_Avail_due_to_Ext_gate(up, Phase): the minimum percent of the focal development Phase's task list which could be completed without resource, rework, or speed of processing constraints based upon the percentages of the Task Lists of all upstream development Phases upon which the focal Phase depends and which has been released by those upstream Phases (up).

Fraction_Avail_due_to_Int_gate(Phase): the percent of the task list which could be completed without resource, rework, or speed of processing constraints based upon the percent of the Task List which is completed and released. dimensionless.

FractionReleased(Phase): the percent of tasks which a development Phase has released to downstream Phases. dimensionless.

Fract_Compl_and_Rel(Phase): the percent of tasks which have been completed and not yet checked for errors or have been completed, checked for errors, and released to downstream development Phases. dimensionless.

Frac_Labor_in_BW(Phase): the percent of basework labor used on basework in the Phase, based upon the relative amount of rework and basework waiting (available) to be done. dimensionless.

Generate_Errors(Phase): the rate at which tasks are completed which contain errors. tasks per week.

Gross_Labor(Phase): the total labor available to a Phase, based upon the current headcount and workweek. person-hours.

HdctJump(Phase): size of instantaneous headcount change due to an exogenous force. developers.

HdctJumpBack(Phase): size of return to initial headcount prior to instantaneous jump in headcount. developers.

HdctJumpNotStoppedFlag(Phase): a model control parameter to indicate when the headcount jump is active. dimensionless.

HdctJumpStartFlag(Phase): a model control parameter to indicate when the headcount jump has started. dimensionless.

HdctJumpStopTime(Phase): the time the headcount returns to the initial value. weeks.

HdctJumpStore(Phase): size of headcount jump. developers.

HdctJumpSwitch(Phase): a model control parameter to engage the headcount jump feature. dimensionless.

Headcount(Phase): the number of full time developers active in the focal development Phase. persons.
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- **Headcount_Adjustment_Time(Phase):** the average time required to move a person onto or off of the development team in a focal Phase. weeks.

- **Historical_BW_Prdctvty_Belief(Phase):** the historical belief of developers concerning their productivity in performing basework. tasks per week per developer.

- **Hold_Errors_for_Release(Phase):** the number of flawed tasks which have been completed and checked for errors and are being accumulated for release as a group. tasks.

- **Hold_for_Release(Phase):** the number of tasks which have been completed and checked for errors and are being accumulated for release as a group. tasks.

- **Initial_Headcout(Phase):** headcount at start of Phase. Set at 1.00. persons.

- **Initial_Proj_Deadline:** the project deadline at the beginning of the project. weeks.

- **Initial_Quality_Goal(Phase):** desired percent flawless tasks passed downstream by each Phase. Set at 1.00 (no errors passed). dimensionless.

- **Known_Rework(Phase):** the number of tasks in a development Phase which are known to be flawed and require rework. tasks.

- **Labor_Fraction_to_BW(Phase):** the percent of the labor at any time which is used for basework. dimensionless.

- **Labor_Fraction_to_Coord(Phase):** the percent of the labor at any time which is used for coordination. dimensionless.

- **Labor_Fraction_to_QA(Phase):** the percent of the labor at any time which is used for quality assurance. dimensionless.

- **Labor_Fraction_to_RW(Phase):** the percent of the labor at any time which is used for rework. dimensionless.

- **LastPhase:** identifier of the final Phase in the Phase Dependency Network. dimensionless.

- **Max_DL_Change(Phase):** a model control parameter to prevent extreme and unrealistic schedule pressures as the phase approaches its deadline. weeks.

- **Max_Duration(1):** the duration of the critical path from the last phase to phase 1. weeks.

- **Max_Duration(2):** the duration of the critical path from the last phase to phase 2. weeks.

- **Max_Duration(3):** the duration of the critical path from the last phase to phase 3. weeks.

- **Max_Duration(4):** the duration of the critical path from the last phase to phase 4. weeks.

- **Max_Duration(5):** the duration of the critical path from the last phase to phase 5. weeks.

- **Max_Headcount(Phase):** the most full time developers possible on a single Phase. persons.
**Max_Proj_DL_Change**: a model control parameter to prevent extreme and unrealistic schedule pressures as the project approaches its deadline. weeks.

**Max_Workweek(Phase)**: Highest possible hours per week each person can spend on project. Set at 140. hours per week per person.

**Min_Exp_BW_Prdy(Phase)**: minimum expected productivity of basework development activities. Primarily used to prevent division by zero or unrealistically high required headcount due to division by a very small number. tasks per person per hour.

**Min_Exp_Coord_Prdy(Phase)**: minimum expected productivity of coordination activities. Primarily used to prevent division by zero or unrealistically high required headcount due to division by a very small number. tasks per person per hour.

**Min_Exp_QA_Prdy(Phase)**: minimum expected productivity of quality assurance activities. Primarily used to prevent division by zero or unrealistically high required headcount due to division by a very small number. tasks per person per hour.

**Min_Exp_RW_Prdy(Phase)**: minimum expected productivity of rework activities. Primarily used to prevent division by zero or unrealistically high required headcount due to division by a very small number. tasks per person per hour.

**Min_Headcount(Phase)**: the fewest number of full time developers possible on a single Phase. persons.

**Multiple_Corruption_discoveries(Phase)**: the number of corrupted tasks having been flawed due to more than one inherited upstream error. This variable is used to correct the number of corrupted tasks for multiple findings of the same corrupted task. dimensionless.

**Net_Corrupted_and_Found_Tasks(Phase)**: the corrected (for multiple findings of flawed tasks) number of tasks found to be corrupted by upstream inherited errors. tasks.

**Net_Exper_Gain(Phase)**: the sum of the experience gained by performing basework and adding new developers to the phase. experiences.

**New_Memb_Exper_Gain(Phase)**: the increase in experience gained by adding new developers to the phase. experiences.

**Normal_Workweek (Phase)**: reference workweek length. Set at 40. hours per week per person.

**NotStoppedFlag(Phase)**: an indicator that a Phase has not been completed. dimensionless.

**Not_Done(Phase)**: a model control parameter to indicate when a phase is active. dimensionless.

**OT_Cost(Phase)**: the overtime costs of a phase. dollars.

**Our_Discd_Errors(Phase)**: the number of tasks which are known to be flawed. tasks.

**Our_Discd_Error_density(Phase)**: the percent of tasks known to require rework which contain errors generated by the focal development Phase. dimensionless.

**Our_Errors_Released(Phase)**: the number of tasks with errors generated within the focal development Phase which have been released to downstream development Phases. tasks.
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**Our Undiscd_Errors(Phase):** the number of tasks with errors generated within the focal development Phase which have not been checked for errors. tasks.

**Overtime Premium(Phase):** the percent added to straight time hourly cost to estimate overtime labor cost. Set at 50%. dimensionless.

**Over_Time(Phase):** the number of hours spent over 40 hours per week per developer in a phase. hours.

**Path1:** a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. dimensionless.

**Path12:** a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. dimensionless.

**Path123:** a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. dimensionless.

**Path1234:** a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. dimensionless.

**Path12345:** a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. dimensionless.

**Path1235:** a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. dimensionless.

**Path124:** a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. dimensionless.

**Path1245:** a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. dimensionless.

**Path125:** a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. dimensionless.

**Path13:** a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. dimensionless.

**Path134:** a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. dimensionless.
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Path1345: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. Dimensionless.

Path135: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. Dimensionless.

Path14: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. Dimensionless.

Path145: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. Dimensionless.

Path15: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. Dimensionless.

Path2: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. Dimensionless.

Path23: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. Dimensionless.

Path234: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. Dimensionless.

Path2345: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. Dimensionless.

Path235: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. Dimensionless.

Path24: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. Dimensionless.

Path245: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. Dimensionless.

Path25: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. Dimensionless.
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**Path3**: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. dimensionless.

**Path34**: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. dimensionless.

**Path345**: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. dimensionless.

**Path35**: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. dimensionless.

**Path4**: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. dimensionless.

**Path45**: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. dimensionless.

**Path5**: a switch indicating whether a path through the project network is active. Set to 0 if not used and 1 if used, this switch is used to nullify any inactive paths in schedule and deadline calculations. dimensionless.

**Percent_hourly_Labor(Phase)**: the portion of the total labor hours which are subject to overtime pay. dimensionless.

**percent_Multiple_Corruption_discoveries(Phase)**: the probability of a corrupted task having been flawed due to more than one inherited upstream error. This variable is used to correct the number of corrupted tasks for multiple findings of the same corrupted task. dimensionless.

**Percent_Tasks_in_Rework_Que(Phase)**: the percent of tasks in a Phase which are known to require rework. This variable is used to find the perceived quality for comparison with the quality goal.

**PhaseNo(1)**: a model control parameter to identify a phase of the project. dimensionless.

**PhaseNo(2)**: a model control parameter to identify a phase of the project. dimensionless.

**PhaseNo(3)**: a model control parameter to identify a phase of the project. dimensionless.

**PhaseNo(4)**: a model control parameter to identify a phase of the project. dimensionless.

**PhaseNo(5)**: a model control parameter to identify a phase of the project. dimensionless.

**Phase_Cost_to_Date(Phase)**: the accumulation of all costs incurred by a phase up to the current simulation time. This value is used with the forecast of costs to estimate total costs of the phase. dollars.
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Phase_Deadline(Phase): the date by which the Phase must be completed (all tasks correct and released) to have the project completed by the current Project Deadline. This time is found by subtracting the longest duration (determined by the paths of Phase dependencies from the Phase to the project completion) from the project deadline. weeks from start.

Press_for_BW(Phase): the pressure on developers to allocate available labor to the basework activity. dimensionless.

Press_for_Coord(Phase): the pressure on developers to allocate available labor to the coordination activity. dimensionless.

Press_for_QA(Phase): the pressure on developers to allocate available labor to the quality assurance activity. dimensionless.

Press_for_RW(Phase): the pressure on developers to allocate available labor to the rework activity. dimensionless.

prob_err_gen_fr_Task_Complexity(Phase) = a table function which relates the complexity of the task to the probability of generating an error in a task being performed. dimensionless.

Prob_finding_our_error_if_exists(Phase): a table function which relates levels of quality assurance, quality of practice, and complexity to the probability of finding internally generated errors. dimensionless.

prob_find_Up_error__if_exists(Phase): the probability of finding an error in a focal Phase task which was caused by an error inherited from an upstream development Phase if the error exists in the task. dimensionless.

prob_of_err_gen_by_QofP(Phase): a table function which relates how well the quality of practice needs are being met to the probability of generating an error in a task being performed. dimensionless.

prob_of_no_err_gen_from_effects(Phase): the chance that a task is flawed due to the effects of Task Complexity and Quality of Practice. dimensionless.

prob_Task_Corrupted_and_found(up,Phase): the probability that a task contains an error due to an inherited error and that the induced error was found by the quality assurance effort. dimensionless.

prob_Task_flawed(Phase): the chance that a task is flawed due the effects of Task Complexity, Quality of Practice, and the basic difficulty of performing the task. dimensionless.

prob_Task_flawed_and_Found(Phase): the chances that a task both contains an error and the quality assurance process found the error. dimensionless.

Project_Cost_to_Date: the sum of the costs of all active phases incurred to the current simulation time. dollars.

Project_Deadline: the current planned completion date of all Phases. weeks from start.

Project_Errors_Released: the sum of the flawed tasks released by all active phases. tasks.

Project_Quality_Goal: the percent of tasks which the developers want to be released without flaws. dimensionless.
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**Proj_Budget:** the cost allocated for the project. This is compared with forecasted costs to establish the budget status. dollars.

**Proj_Quality_Gap:** the difference between the objective and actual rework percentages. dimensionless.

**Proj_Sched_Press:** the ratio of the time estimated to be required to complete the project to the time available to complete the project. dimensionless.

**Proj_Sched_Slip:** the change in the project deadline in response to project schedule pressure. weeks.

**Proj_Tasks_Compl_and_Rel:** a record keeping parameter which is the sum of the Completed, not Checked and Tasks Released stocks for all phases. tasks.

**QA_for_Find_Error(Phase):** the measure of the adequacy of quality assurance efforts in a Phase, defined by the ratio of the required to actual quality assurance labor. dimensionless.

**QA_inspection_rate(Phase):** the rate at which completed tasks are inspected for errors. tasks per week.

**QA_Labor(Phase):** the amount of labor applied to quality assurance activities in a focal Phase. person-hours.

**QA_Labor_Delay(Phase):** the time between the need for quality assurance labor as reflected in the pressure for development activities and when labor allocation shifts in response to that pressure. weeks.

**QA_Labor_Limit(Phase):** the maximum quality assurance rate allowed by the availability and effectiveness of resources for quality assurance. tasks per week.

**QA_Labor_Required(Phase):** the number of full time experienced, rested developers required to complete the currently available quality assurance work based on the perceived productivity. developers.

**QA_Min_Task_Duration(Phase):** the minimum time required to check a single task for errors, assuming no resource or available-work constraints. weeks.

**QA_Prdctvty_Avg_Time(Phase):** the smoothing time for perceived quality assurance productivity based on the assumption that developers average instantaneous productivity to predict labor needs. weeks.

**QA_Prdctvty_Report_Time(Phase):** the delay in reporting the actual productivity of quality assurance activities. weeks.

**QA_Priority(Phase):** the importance of applying available labor to quality assurance activities in relation to the importance of basework, rework, or coordination activities. dimensionless.

**QA_Process_Limit(Phase):** the maximum rate of checking tasks for errors possible based upon the quality assurance process. tasks per hour.

**QA_Prdctvty_Report_Time(Phase):** the time delay between actual and use of reported productivity. This variable is fairly long since formal means of productivity reporting are not used and team members effectively report productivity through experiencing the progress and effort of the project. weeks.

**QA_STATUS:** the measure of the adequacy of quality assurance efforts in a Phase, defined by the ratio of the required to actual quality assurance labor. dimensionless.
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QofP_Error_Disc_effect(Phase): a table function which relates the quality of practice to the probability of finding an internally generated error. dimensionless.

Quality_Goal(Phase): the percent of tasks without defects which is the objective of a phase. percent defects.

Quality_Goal_Adjust_Time(Phase): the time over which the development team of a Phase allows its quality goal to move to the current quality performance. This is rather long, reflecting the strong history and current priority on producing error-free products to customers and downstream Phases. weeks.

Quality_Goal_Switch: a model control parameter which engages the quality feedback loops. dimensionless.

Quality_of_Practice(Phase): the relative performance of the work of developers without error, as influenced by project conditions such as schedule pressure and fatigue. dimensionless

Qual_Gap_effect_on_Coord_Import: a table function which describes the impact of the project's quality gap on the priority of doing coordination. Coordination priority generally increases with increasing quality gap. dimensionless.

Qual_Gap_effect_on_QARW_priority: a table function which describes the impact of the project's quality gap on the priority of doing quality assurance and rework. These priorities generally increase with increasing quality gap. dimensionless.

Receive_Our_Errors_fr_Dn(Phase): the rate at which tasks which are flawed are returned to the focal development Phase for rework from downstream development Phases. tasks per week.

Ref_BW_Prdctvty(Phase): benchmark productivity of labor at basework development activities. tasks per person per hour.

Ref_BW_Tasks_per_Hour(Phase): benchmark productivity of process at basework development activities. tasks per person per hour.

Ref_Complexity(Phase): benchmark complexity of project for comparison of different projects. Impacts error generation and discovery. dimensionless.

Ref_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase): benchmark productivity of labor at coordination activities. tasks per person per hour.

Ref_Exper(Phase): benchmark amount of experience for finding effect of cumulative experience on productivity. Experience is measured in units similar to tasks, with the performance of each task generating one more unit of experience. experiences.

Ref_QA_Prdctvty(Phase): benchmark productivity of labor at quality assurance activities. tasks per person per hour.

Ref_Qual_of_Practice(Phase): a benchmark quality of practice for Phase work. dimensionless.

Ref_RW_Prdctvty(Phase): benchmark productivity of labor at quality assurance activities. tasks per person per hour.
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**Release_Any_Errors_Flag(Phase):** an indicator if any internally generated errors were released from a Phase. weeks that an error was released.

**Release_Any_Errors_Flow(Phase):** the rate for the indicator which shows if any internally generated errors were released from a Phase. dimensionless.

**Release_Any_Tasks_Flag(Phase):** an indicator if any tasks were released from a Phase. weeks that a task was released.

**Release_Any_Tasks_Flow(Phase):** the rate for the indicator if any tasks were released from a Phase. dimensionless.

**Release_Errors(Phase):** the rate at which errors generated within the focal development Phase are released to downstream Phases. tasks per week.

**Release_Errors_from_Hold(Phase):** the rate at which errors generated within a phase are released to downstream as a group. tasks per week.

**Release_Hold_Avg(Phase):** the rolling average of the number of tasks being held for group release. tasks.

**Release_Hold_Avg_Stability:** a measure of the change in the holding stock before release as a group. This is used to simulate the developers waiting until task completion rates become small (stable average), indicating that they have fixed errors. dimensionless.

**Release_Hold_Avg_Time(Phase):** the time over which the tasks being held for group release are averaged. weeks

**Release_Tasks(Phase):** The rate at which tasks which have been checked for errors are released by the focal development Phase to downstream development Phases. tasks per week.

**Release_Tasks_from_Hold(Phase):** the rate of group release of tasks which have been accumulated, based upon the stable average of the number of tasks waiting for release. tasks per week.

**Release_Trigger(Phase):** the indicator of the adequate accumulation of tasks for group release, based upon the stable average of the number of tasks waiting for release. dimensionless.

**Release_Trigger_Sensativity(Phase):** the level of stability required before the held tasks are released. dimensionless.

**Release_Trigger_Task_Gate(Phase):** the release trigger switch. dimensionless.

**Rel_Task__error_density(Phase):** the percent of tasks released to downstream Phases which contain errors. dimensionless.

**Report_BW_Prdctvty_Time(Phase):** the time delay between actual and use of reported productivity. This variable is fairly long since formal means of productivity reporting are not used and team members effectively report productivity through experiencing the progress and effort of the project. weeks.

**Report_Coord_Prdctvty_time(Phase):** the time delay between actual and use of reported productivity. This variable is fairly long since formal means of productivity reporting are not used and team members effectively report productivity through experiencing the progress and effort of the project. weeks.
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**Required Headcount(Phase):** the number of persons required to complete the Phase by the Phase deadline based upon the estimated hours required to finish and current headcount and normal workweek.

**Required Personweeks(Phase):** the number of labor hours required to complete the phase.

**Resistance to Sched Slip:** the ratio of required to available time at which the project deadline is slipped. dimensionless.

**ResourseSwitch(Phase):** switch enabling and disabling the labor portions of the model. dimensionless.

**Rework Any Flag(Phase):** an indicator if any tasks were reworked in a Phase. weeks that a task was reworked.

**Rework Any Flow(Phase):** the rate for the indicator if any tasks were reworked in a Phase. dimensionless.

**Rework(Phase):** The rate at which tasks which are known to require rework are corrected. New errors may be generated in these tasks while they are being reworked. tasks per week.

**RW due to Corrupted tasks(Phase):** tasks known to require rework which were flawed by an upstream development Phase and in which the flaws were discovered by quality assurance efforts within the focal development Phase. tasks per week.

**RW due to InPhase QA(Phase):** tasks known to require rework which were flawed by the focal development Phase and in which the flaws were discovered by quality assurance efforts within the focal development Phase. tasks per week.

**RW due to Dwnstrm QA(Phase):** tasks known to require rework which were flawed by the focal development Phase and in which the flaws were discovered by quality assurance efforts within a downstream development Phase. tasks per week.

**RW Labor(Phase):** the time between the need for rework labor as reflected in the pressure for development activities and when labor allocation shifts in response to that pressure. weeks.

**RW Labor Delay(Phase):** the time between the need for rework labor as reflected in the pressure for development activities and when labor allocation shifts in response to that pressure. weeks.

**RW Labor Limit(Phase):** the maximum rework rate allowed by the availability and effectiveness of resources for rework. tasks per week.

**RW Labor Required(Phase):** the number of full time experienced, rested developers required to complete the currently available rework based on the perceived productivity. developers.

**RW Min Task Duration(Phase):** the minimum time required to complete a single task when the task is done subsequent to the first time, assuming no resource or available-work constraints. weeks.

**RW Prdctvty Avg Time(Phase):** the smoothing time for perceived rework productivity based on the assumption that developers average instantaneous productivity to predict labor needs. weeks.

**RW Priority(Phase):** the importance of applying available labor to rework in relation to the importance of basework, quality assurance or coordination activities. dimensionless.
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**RW_Process_Limit(Phase)**: the maximum rate of reworking tasks which are known to be flawed possible based upon the rework process. tasks per hour.

**Sched_BW_Press_effect(Phase)**: a table function which relates the amount of schedule pressure to the priority given to spending available time on basework development activities. dimensionless.

**Sched_Error_Disc_effect(Phase)**: a table function which relates the Schedule Pressure to the probability of discovering an error if the error exists. dimensionless.

**Sched_Pressure(Phase)**: The ratio of the time required to complete a Phase to the time to the Phase deadline. If schedule pressure is < 1.00 (e.g., 0), Quality of Practice drops and not all errors will be caught. Set schedule pressure to 1.00 for "no schedule pressure" testing. dimensionless.

**Sched_Qual_of_Prac_effect(Phase)**: a table function which relates Schedule Pressure to the Quality of Practice. dimensionless.

**Sched_Workweek_effect(Phase)**: a table function which relates the level of schedule pressure to the number of hours worked per week. dimensionless.

**StartFlag(Phase)**: a indicator that a Phase has begun. dimensionless.

**Start_Time(Phase)**: time Phase starts, defined as when basework begins. weeks from start of project.

**StoppedFlag(Phase)**: a model control parameter to indicate when a phase has ended. dimensionless.

**Straight_Cost(Phase)**: the cost incurred due to non overtime work. dollars.

**Straight_Time(Phase)**: the hours worked within the limit of 40 hours per week per developer. hours.

**Sum_of_Tasks(Phase)**: the total number of tasks that have been completed at least once in a Phase, i.e. the completed, known rework, released, and hold for release tasks. tasks.

**TaskListScale(up,down)**: the scaling factor which relates the relative sizes of two Phases. dimensionless

**Tasks_Completed(Phase)**: the number of tasks in a development Phase which have been initially finished but have not been checked for errors. tasks.

**Tasks_Compl_and_Holding(Phase)**: the number of tasks which have been completed and not yet checked for errors or have been completed, checked for errors, and are being held for group release to downstream development Phases. tasks.

**Tasks_Compl_and_Rel(Phase)**: the number of tasks which have been completed and not yet checked for errors or have been completed, checked for errors, and released to downstream development Phases. tasks.

**Tasks_Corrupted_and_Found(up,Phase)**: the number of tasks that contain an error due to an inherited error and the induced error was found by the quality assurance effort. tasks.

**Tasks_Released(Phase)**: the number of tasks in a development Phase which have been completed, checked for errors, and released to downstream development Phases. tasks.

**Tasks_to_Release_Hold(Phase)**: the rate of tasks checked and believed to have no errors to accumulate for release as a group. tasks per week.
Task_Complex_effect_on_Err_disc(Phase) = a table function which relates the complexity of the task to the probability of finding an error generated by the focal development Phase. dimensionless.

Task_List(Phase): the number of "tasks" or pieces of atomic work which must be completed correctly for a Phase to be finished. A task is small enough that it is completely correct or completely incorrect. number of tasks.

Test_Input_1(Phase): the switch enabling and disabling errors and rework in the focal Phase. dimensionless.

Test_Input_2(Phase): the switch which selects release direct from completed tasks or holding of completed tasks for clustered release of tasks. This is used to model the aggregation of design products and their release together to make masks. dimensionless.

Test_Input_3(Phase): a model control parameter which is not used. dimensionless.

Time_Required(Phase): the time needed to complete a Phase, based upon the required person weeks and current headcount. weeks.

Time_spent_to_Date(Phase): the number of weeks between the current time (or the Phase deadline if Phase is completed) and the week when the Phase began. weeks.

Time_to_Avg_Exp_Compl_Time(Phase): a short smoothing parameter to prevent extreme fluctuations in expected completion times and thereby extreme movement of the project deadline. weeks.

Time_to_Deadline(Phase): the number of weeks from the current time to the Phase Deadline. weeks.

Time__Phase_Active(Phase): the flag signaling that a Phase in active (begun but not completed). dimensionless.

Total_Err_disc_by_Dn(Phase): the sum of errors passed to downstream Phases by the focal Phase which are returned to the focal Phase for rework. tasks.

Total_Hdct: the sum of the active headcount of all phases. developers.

Total_Labor_Required(Phase): the sum of the labor required by all four development activities. developer hours.

Total_Pressure_for_Activities(Phase): the sum of the pressures on developers to allocate labor to the four development activities. dimensionless.

Tot_Exp_Costs: the sum of the total expected cost of all phases in the project. dollars.

Tot_Tasks_Avail(Phase): the number of tasks which are available to be completed the first time (basework). tasks.

Up_Flawed_Tasks_found(up,Phase): the number of tasks in each upstream Phase which were responsible for the errors in the focal Phase which were caused by inherited errors. This variable is used to pass error information back to upstream Phases. tasks.

Wait_Time(Phase): time before Phase starts. weeks
Workweek(Phase): the average number of hours worked in each week by each developer in a phase. hours per week.

Wrkwk_Avg_Time(Phase): the time over which the average workweek is calculated. This variable is used to find fatigue levels. It represents the time it takes for extended overtime work to impact workers. Set at 4 weeks.

Wt_to_Reported_BW_Prdctvty(Phase): the percent of influence given to the reported productivity of basework development activities. This variable is balanced by the historical productivity assumptions held by team members. Set at 50%. dimensionless.
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Signal Processing Model

// SIGNAL PROCESSING MODEL

// x is the vector of state variables
// u is the input signal (a function of t)
// X1 = COLUMN 2 IS THE STOCK OF COMPLETED, NOT CHECKED TASKS
// X2 = COLUMN 3 IS THE STOCK OF KNOWN REWORK
// X3 = COLUMN 4 IS THE STOCK OF TASKS RELEASED

tstart=1; // Start simulation time
tend=100; // End simulation time
tincrement=0.1; // Time increment (dt)

// FUNCTION CALCULATING CHANGE IN OUTPUT = XDOT

xdot=function(t,x)
{
  // Declare variables
  global (Frequency);
  global (AmpIn);
  local (Output);
  global (Tau1);
  global (Tau2);
  global (IFR);
  global (Par);
  Output=zeros(3,1);
  Freq=Frequency;

  // Other code here...
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// INPUT SIGNAL
AmpIn=3;  // Amplitude of Input Signal
theta=0;   // Phase shift of frequency input signal
Beta=(t*Freq*2*3.1415962) + theta;
u=AmpIn+ AmpIn*sin(Beta);                     // SINE WAVE INPUT

Tau1=Par;   // Inspection Time Constant, to be varied for 3d plot
Tau2=8;
IFR=0.25;   // Inspection Failure Fraction

A=[-1/Tau1, 1/Tau2 ,0; IFR/Tau1, -1/Tau2, 0; (1-IFR)/Tau1, 0, 0];
B=[1;0;0];
Output=A*x + B*u;
return Output;

// LOOP SIMULATION THROUGH PARAMETER VALUES
MinPar=1;    // Starting parameter value
MaxPar=10;     // Ending parameter value
FrequencyIterations=21;    // Number of parameter values simulated

Data=zeros(FrequencyIterations,5);
MaxFrequency=10;
Y=zeros(MaxPar-MinPar+1,1);
X=zeros(FrequencyIterations,1);
Z=zeros(size(X)[1],size(Y)[1]);

for(i in MinPar:MaxPar)    // Set up output matrix
{
    Y[i]=i;
    printf("Par=%2.0f\n",i);
    Par=i;

    for(f in 1:FrequencyIterations)
    {
        printf("i = %2.2f\n",i);
        Frequency=(f/FrequencyIterations)*MaxFrequency;
        X[f]=Frequency;
        printf("Frequency= %4.2f\n",Frequency);
        ystart=[0,0,0];
y=ode(xdot, tstart, tend, ystart, tincrement, , ); // integration function call
LargerY=zeros(size(y)[1],5);
LargerY[:,1]=y[:,1];
LargerY[;2]=y[;2]*(1-IFR)*(1/Tau1);    //ReleaseRate vector
LargerY[;3]=y[;2]*(IFR/Tau1);    //  REWORK DUE TO QA FLOW
LargerY[;4]=y[;3]/Tau2;    //  REWORK FLOW
LargerY[;5]=LargerY[;3]-LargerY[;4];  //  NetKnownReworkFlow

// OPTIONAL CALCULATION OF SYSTEM GAIN FOR EACH SIMULATION
MaxReleaseRate=max(LargerY[;2]);
BeginSteadyState=70;  //End of transient response
MinReleaseRate=min(LargerY[BeginSteadyState:size(LargerY)[1];2]);
AmpOut=MaxReleaseRate-MinReleaseRate;
Gain=AmpOut/AmpIn;
printf("Gain = %3.2fn",Gain);

Data[f;1]=i;
Data[f;2]=Frequency;
Data[f;3]=Gain;
// printf("\tInto Data");
}
// ================
for (no in 1:size(X)[1])
[Z[no;i]=Data[no;3];}
}

// PLOT OUTPUT

// 3D PLOT OF SYSTEM GAIN
pstart(1,1,"Mac");
ptitle("System Gain ");
xlabel ("Frequency");
ylabel ("T1");
zlabel ("System Gain");
plmesh(<<x=X;y=Y ;z=Z>>);

pstart(1,1,"lj_hpgl");
ptitle("System Gain");
xlabel ("Frequency");
ylabel ("T1");
zlabel ("System Gain");
plmesh(<<x=X;y=Y ;z=Z>>);
// PLOT SYSTEM GAIN ON SCREEN
pstart(1,1,"Mac");
ptitle("Frequency versus System Gain");
xlabel("Frequency");
ylabel("Gain");
plot([Data[2],Data[3]]);

// PLOT SYSTEM GAIN ON PRINTER
pstart(1,1,"lj_hpgl");
ptitle("Frequency versus System Gain");
xlabel("Frequency");
ylabel("Gain");
plot([Data[2],Data[3]]);

// PLOT EXAMPLE SIMULATION ON SCREEN
pstart(1,1,"Mac");
ptitle("Highest Frequency Task Release Rate");
xlabel("Time");
ylabel("Development Tasks per Time Unit");
plot([LargerY[1],LargerY[2]]);

// PLOT EXAMPLE SIMULATION ON PRINTER
pstart(1,1,"lj_hpgl");
ptitle("Highest Frequency Task Release Rate");
xlabel("Time");
ylabel("Development Tasks per Time Unit");
plot([LargerY[1],LargerY[2]]);

// PLOT EXAMPLE SIMULATION ON SCREEN
pstart(1,1,"Mac");
ptitle("Highest Frequency Rework due to QA");
xlabel("Time");
ylabel("Development Tasks per Time Unit");
plot([LargerY[1],LargerY[3]]);

// PLOT EXAMPLE SIMULATION ON PRINTER
pstart(1,1,"lj_hpgl");
ptitle("High Frequency Rework due to QA");
xlabel("Time");
ylabel("Development Tasks per Time Unit");
plot([LargerY[1],LargerY[3]]);
// PLOT EXAMPLE SIMULATION ON SCREEN
pstart(1,1,"Mac");
ptitle("Highest Frequency Rework Flow");
xlabel ("Time");
ylabel ("Development Tasks per Time Unit");
plot([LargerY[1],LargerY[4]]);

// PLOT EXAMPLE SIMULATION ON PRINTER
pstart(1,1,"lj_hpgl");
ptitle("High Frequency Rework Flow");
xlabel ("Time");
ylabel ("Development Tasks per Time Unit");
plot([LargerY[1],LargerY[4]]);
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Parameter Estimates for Model Calibration

See Appendix 3.1 Model Equations for a complete listing of the model. See Appendix 3.2 Model Variables for definitions of all model variables.

Single Phase Model Parameter Estimates

PROCESS PARAMETERS
BW_Min_Task_duration(1)=2 hours
RW_Min_Task_Duration(1)=1 hours
QA_Min_Task_Duration(1)=0.75 hours
Internal Precedence Relationship: (dimensionless)
Values of (Percent Completed and Released, Percent Available for Completion) are: (0,0.01) (0.1,0.21) 90.2,0.31) (0.3,0.41) (0.4,0.51) (0.5,0.61) (0.6,0.71) (0.7,0.81) (0.8,0.91) (0.9,1.00) (1.0,1.00)
Release_Trigger_Sensativity(Phase)=0.1 (dimensionless)
Release_Hold_Avg_Time(Phase)=1.05 weeks

SCOPE PARAMETERS
Task_List(1)=445

TARGET PARAMETERS
Schedule
Initial_Proj_Deadline=25 (weeks from phase start)
Time_to_Avg_Exp_Compl_Time(Phase)=1 weeks
Resistance_to_Sched_Slip=2 (dimensionless)

Quality
Quality_Goal_Adjust_Time(Phase)=24 weeks
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Project Quality Goal = 1.00 (dimensionless percent defects)
Initial Quality Goal (Phase) = 1.00 (dimensionless percent defects)
Basic prob flawed Task (Phase) = 0.85 (dimensionless)
Complexity (Phase) = 10 (dimensionless)

Cost
Budget Switch = 0 (dimensionless)

RESOURCE PARAMETERS

Gross Labor
Initial Headcount (Phase) = 0.50 (persons)
Max Headcount (Phase) = 2 (persons)
Headcount Adjustment Time (Phase) = 8 (1/weeks)
HeadJumpStart Time (Phase) = 11 (weeks from start)
HeadJumpStop Time (Phase) = 14 (weeks from start)
Max Workweek (Phase) = 140 (hours per week)
Normal Workweek (Phase) = 40 (hours per week)
Wrkwk Avg Time (Phase) = 4 (1/weeks)

Labor Allocation
BW Priority (Phase) = 3 (dimensionless)
RW Priority (Phase) = 1 (dimensionless)
QA Priority (Phase) = 1 (dimensionless)
BW Labor Delay (Phase) = 1.5 (1/weeks)
RW Labor Delay (Phase) = 1 (1/weeks)
QA Labor Delay (Phase) = 7.75 (1/weeks)

Experience
Exper Assim Time (Phase) = 1 (1/weeks)
Avg New member Exper (Phase) = 6 (experience units)

Productivity
Ref BW Prdctvty (Phase) = 2 (tasks per person per hour)
Ref RW Prdctvty (Phase) = 1 (tasks per person per hour)
Ref QA Prdctvty (Phase) = 1.75 (tasks per person per hour)
BW Prdctvty Avg Time (Phase) = 1 (1/weeks)
RW Prdctvty Avg Time (Phase) = 1 (1/weeks)
QA Prdctvty Avg Time (Phase) = 1 (1/weeks)
Adjust Expect BW Prdctvty Time (Phase) = 1 (1/weeks)
Change Expected QA Prdctvty Time (Phase) = 1 (1/weeks)
BW Prdctvty Influences Time (Phase) = 1 (1/weeks)
Ch Expect Coord Prdctvty time (Phase) = 1 (1/weeks)
QA Prdctvty Report Time (Phase) = 1 (1/weeks)
Report BW Prdctvty Time (Phase) = 1 (1/weeks)
Wt to Current BW Prdctvty (Phase) = 1.00 (dimensionless)
Model Control Parameters

LastPhase=1
PhaseNo(1)=1
ResourceSwitch(Phase)=1
Test_Input_1(Phase)=1
Test_Input_2(1)=1
Test_Input_3(Phase)=1
Quality_Goal_Switch=1
Deadline_Switch=1
alpha(Phase)=100
QA_STATUS(Phase)=1
CloseEnough=0.01
Min_Exp_RW_Prdy(Phase)=0.1
Min_Exp_BW_Prdy(Phase)=0.1
Min_Exp_QA_Prdy(Phase)=0.1
Min_Headcount(Phase)=0.001
Max_Proj_DL_Change=100
Max_DL_Change(Phase)=100
COORD_STATUS_Stest(Phase)=0.5
Coord_Min_duration(1)=1
Coord_Labor_Delay(Phase)=1
Ref_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase)=1
Min_Exp_Coord_Prdy(Phase)=0.1
Avg_Act_Coord_Prdctvty_Time(Phase)=1
Report_Coord_Prdctvty_time(Phase)=1 (1/weeks)
Coord_Priority(Phase)=1
Coord_Prdctvty_Avg_Time(Phase)=1
Proj_Budget=500000
Overtime_Premium(Phase)=0.50
Cost_Markup(Phase)=2
Avg_Straight_Pay(Phase)=15
Percent_hourly_Labor(Phase)=0.00
Ref_Qual_of_Practice(Phase)=5
Ref_Exper(Phase)=50
Ref_Complexity(Phase)=100
Avg_Act_BW_Prdctvty_Time(Phase)=1 (1/weeks)
Avg_Act_RW_Prdctvty_Time(Phase)=1 (1/weeks)
Avg_Act_QA_Prdctvty_Time(Phase)=1 (1/weeks)

Multiple Phase Model Parameter Estimates

Notes:
Phases are identified by the integer in parenthesis at the end of the parameter name.  
Phase 1 is Product Definition.  
Phase 2 is Design.  
Phase 3 is Prototype Testing.  
Phase 4 is Reliability/Quality Control.  
Phase 5 is not used.  
"Phase" instead of a phase number or no phase identifier indicates that all phases use the value given.

**PROCESS PARAMETERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic_prob_flawed_Task(1)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic_prob_flawed_Task(2)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic_prob_flawed_Task(3)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic_prob_flawed_Task(4)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic_prob_flawed_Task(5)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW_Min_Task_duration(1)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW_Min_Task_duration(2)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW_Min_Task_duration(3)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW_Min_Task_duration(4)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW_Min_Task_duration(5)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coord_Min_duration(1)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coord_Min_duration(2)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coord_Min_duration(3)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coord_Min_duration(4)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coord_Min_duration(5)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(1,1)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(1,2)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(1,3)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(1,4)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(1,5)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(2,1)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(2,2)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(2,3)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(2,4)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(2,5)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(3,1)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(3,2)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(3,3)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(3,4)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(3,5)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(4,1)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(4,2)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(4,3)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(4,4)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(4,5)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency(5,1)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dependency(5,2)=0
Dependency(5,3)=0
Dependency(5,4)=0
Dependency(5,5)=0
QA_Min_Task_Duration(1)=2
QA_Min_Task_Duration(2)=2
QA_Min_Task_Duration(3)=0.5
QA_Min_Task_Duration(4)=1
QA_Min_Task_Duration(5)=1
Release_Hold_Avg_Time(Phase)=1.06
Release_Trigger_Sensativity(1)=0.6
Release_Trigger_Sensativity(2)=0.05
Release_Trigger_Sensativity(3)=0.6
Release_Trigger_Sensativity(4)=0.6
Release_Trigger_Sensativity(5)=0.6
RW_Min_Task_Duration(1)=3
RW_Min_Task_Duration(2)=0.5
RW_Min_Task_Duration(3)=0.5
RW_Min_Task_Duration(4)=1
RW_Min_Task_Duration(5)=1

Internal Precedence Relationships:
T5(*,1)=0.01/0.15/0.3/0.6/0.8/0.9/0.95/1/1/1/1.00  * Product Definition
T5(*,2)=0.01/0.15/0.4/0.5/0.65/0.75/0.85/0.95/0.97/1.00/1.00  * Design
T5(*,3)=0.4/0.5/0.6/0.7/0.8/0.9/0.95/1/1/1/1.00  * Prototype Testing
T5(*,4)=1/1/1/1/1/1/1/1/1/1.00/1.00  * Reliability/Quality Control
T5(*,5)=0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0/0  * Closed Gate for Phase 5

External Precedence Relationships:
T6(*,1,1)=0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00  * NA
T6(*,1,2)=0.00/0.1/0.25/0.5/0.65/0.8/0.9/0.95/0.97/1.00/1.0  * Product Definition to Design
T6(*,1,3)=0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00/1.00  * Product Definition to Prototype Testing
T6(*,2,1)=0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00/1.00  * NA
T6(*,2,2)=0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00/1.00  * NA
T6(*,2,3)=0.01/0.05/0.2/0.4/0.6/0.8/1/1/1/1.00  * Design to Prototype Testing
T6(*,2,4)=0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00/1.00  * Design to Reliability/Quality Control
T6(*,3,1)=0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00/1.00  * NA
T6(*,3,2)=0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00/1.00  * NA
T6(*,3,3)=0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00/1.00  * NA
T6(*,3,4)=0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00/1.00  * Prototype Testing to Reliability/Quality Control
T6(*,4,1)=0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00/1.00  * NA
T6(*,4,2)=0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00/1.00  * NA
T6(*,4,3)=0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00/1.00  * NA
T6(*,4,4)=0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00/1.00  * NA
T6(*,5,1)=0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00/1.00  * NA
T6(*,5,2)=0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00/1.00  * NA
T6(*,5,3)=0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00/1.00  * NA
T6(*,5,4)=0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00/1.00  * NA
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T6(*.5,5)=0.00/0.00/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.0/0.00/0.00/0.00/1.00  * NA
Test_Input_2(1)=0  * RELEASE"DUMP" SWITCH
Test_Input_2(2)=1  * RELEASE"DUMP" SWITCH
Test_Input_2(3)=0  * RELEASE"DUMP" SWITCH
Test_Input_2(4)=0  * RELEASE"DUMP" SWITCH
Test_Input_2(5)=0  * RELEASE"DUMP" SWITCH

SCOPE PARAMETERS
Task_List(1)=466
Task_List(2)=1219
Task_List(3)=1219
Task_List(4)=1219
Task_List(5)=1

TARGET PARAMETERS
Schedule
Initial_Proj_Deadline=94
Resistance_to_Sched_Slip=2

Quality
Project_Quality_Goal=1
Quality_Goal_Adjust_Time(1)=24
Quality_Goal_Adjust_Time(2)=24
Quality_Goal_Adjust_Time(3)=24
Quality_Goal_Adjust_Time(4)=24
Quality_Goal_Adjust_Time(5)=24

Cost
Avg_Straight_Pay(Phase)=25
Budget_Switch=1
Cost_Markup(Phase)=2
Overtime_Premium(Phase)=0.50
Percent_hourly_Labor(Phase)=0.00
Proj_Budget=500000

RESOURSE PARAMETERS
Gross Labor
HdctJumpStartTime(1)=1
HdctJumpStartTime(2)=11
HdctJumpStartTime(3)=1
HdctJumpStartTime(4)=1
HdctJumpStartTime(5)=1
HdctJumpStopTime(1)=1
HdctJumpStopTime(2)=14
HdctJumpStopTime(3)=1
HdctJumpStopTime(4)=1
HdctJumpStopTime(5)=1
HdctJumpSwitch(1)=0
HdctJumpSwitch(2)=1
HdctJumpSwitch(3)=0
HdctJumpSwitch(4)=0
HdctJumpSwitch(5)=0
Headcount_Adjustment_Time(1)=12
Headcount_Adjustment_Time(2)=8
Headcount_Adjustment_Time(3)=8
Headcount_Adjustment_Time(4)=8
Headcount_Adjustment_Time(5)=8
Initial_Headcount(1)=0.5
Initial_Headcount(2)=0.5
Initial_Headcount(3)=0.5
Initial_Headcount(4)=0.5
Initial_Headcount(5)=0.5
Initial_Quality_Goal(Phase)=0.9
Max_Headcount(1)=2
Max_Headcount(2)=2
Max_Headcount(3)=2
Max_Headcount(4)=2
Max_Headcount(5)=2
Max_Workweek(Phase)=140
Normal_Workweek(Phase)=40

**Labor Allocation**

BW_Labor_Delay(1)=1.5
BW_Labor_Delay(2)=1.5
BW_Labor_Delay(3)=1.5
BW_Labor_Delay(4)=1.5
BW_Labor_Delay(5)=1.5
BW_Prdctvty_Avg_Time(Phase)=1
BW_Prdctvty_Influences_Time(Phase)=1
BW_Priority(1)=3
BW_Priority(2)=3
BW_Priority(3)=5
BW_Priority(4)=3
BW_Priority(5)=3
Coord_Labor_Delay(1)=1
Coord_Labor_Delay(2)=1
Coord_Labor_Delay(3)=1
Coord_Labor_Delay(4)=1
Coord_Labor_Delay(5)=1
Coord_Priority(1)=1
Coord_Priority(2)=1
Coord_Priority(3)=1
Coord_Priority(4)=1
Coord_Priority(5)=1
QA_Labor_Delay(1)=12
QA_Labor_Delay(2)=3
QA_Labor_Delay(3)=0.5
QA_Labor_Delay(4)=3
QA_Labor_Delay(5)=7.75
RW_Labor_Delay(1)=1
RW_Labor_Delay(2)=1
RW_Labor_Delay(3)=1
RW_Labor_Delay(4)=1
RW_Labor_Delay(5)=1
RW_Priority(1)=1
RW_Priority(2)=2
RW_Priority(3)=1
RW_Priority(4)=1
RW_Priority(5)=1

Experience
Avg_New_member_Exper(Phase)=6
Exper_Assim_Time(Phase)=1

Productivity
Adjust_Expect_BW_Prdctvty_Time(Phase)=1
Avg_Act_BW_Prdctvty_Time(Phase)=1
Avg_Act_Coord_Prdctvty_Time(Phase)=1
Avg_Act_QA_Prdctvty_Time(Phase)=1
Avg_Act_RW_Prdctvty_Time(Phase)=1
Change_Expected_QA_Prdctvty_Time(Phase)=1
Ch_Expect_Coord_Prdctvty_time(Phase)=1
Coord_Prdctvty_Avg_Time(Phase)=1
Min_Exp_BW_Prdy(Phase)=0.1
Min_Exp_Coord_Prdy(Phase)=0.1
Min_Exp_QA_Prdy(Phase)=0.1
Min_Exp_RW_Prdy(Phase)=0.1
QA_Prdctvty_Avg_Time(Phase)=1
QA_Prdctvty_Report_Time(Phase)=1
QA_Priority(1)=1
QA_Priority(2)=2
QA_Priority(3)=1
QA_Priority(4)=1
QA_Priority(5)=1
Report_BW_Prdctvty_Time(Phase)=1
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Report_Coord_Prdctvty_time(Phase)=1
RW_Prdctvty_Avg_Time(Phase)=1
Wt_to_Current_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)=1.00

MODEL CONTROL PARAMETERS
alpha(Phase)=100
CloseEnough  0.01
Complexity(Phase)=10
COORD_STATUStest(Phase)=0.5
Deadline_Switch=1
LastPhase=3
Max_DL Change(Phase)=100
Max_Proj_DL Change=100
Min_Headcount(Phase)=0.001
PhaseNo(1)=1
PhaseNo(2)=2
PhaseNo(3)=3
PhaseNo(4)=4
PhaseNo(5)=5
QA_STATUS(Phase)=1
Quality_Goal_Switch  1
Ref_BW_Prdctvty(Phase)=2
Ref_Complexity(Phase)=100
Ref_Coord_Prdctvty(Phase)=1
Ref_Exper(Phase)=50
Ref_QA_Prdctvty(Phase)=1.75
Ref_Qual_of_Practice(Phase)=5
Ref_RW_Prdctvty(Phase)=1
ResourseSwitch(Phase)=1

TaskListScale(up,down)=Task_List(up)/Task_List(down)